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Abstract 

Cryoturbation is a fundamental soil forming process with large importance for ecosystem 

functioning in the Arctic. Recent investigations have emphasized the effect of climate change on 

cryoturbation, but contrast in their predictions on cryoturbation under future climate warming. 

This study analyzed to what extent conclusions on the response of cryoturbation to 

environmental conditions depend on: 1) the proxy of cryogenic activity used; 2) the spatial scale 

of environmental predictor variables; and 3) the mesoclimatic regime of the study site. As an 

example of cryoturbated soil, 48 non-sorted patterned-ground features were sampled at eight 

sites along an elevational and a precipitation gradient and vegetation gradients nested within 

each site in the Abisko area, northernmost Sweden. To quantify cryogenic activity, eight proxies 

of cryogenic activity were used. In addition, environmental data were obtained at two spatial 

scales from field surveys and existing geodata. The results suggest a significant correlation 

between most activity proxies. Cryogenic activity increased along the precipitation gradient and 

peaked at intermediate elevations, while within-site variation was similar to between-site 

variation. The response of cryogenic activity to environmental factors was largly independent of 

the proxy used but varied with the spatial scale of predictor variables and across mesoclimatic 

regimes, with precipitation and vegetation cover being the most important predictors. The study 

indicates that spatial scale and mesoclimate should be considered when assessing the sensitivity 

of cryoturbation to climate changes. The results therefore provide possible explanations for 

contrasting previous predictions on the fate of cryoturbated patterned-ground ecosystems under 

future climate warming. 
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1 Introduction 
 

1.1 Cryoturbation under climate change – a controversy 

A fundamental soil forming process in tundra ecosystems is cryoturbation. Cryoturbation is 

defined as the vertical and lateral translocation and churning of soil due to frost action and is, 

under favorable conditions, associated with the formation of periglacial patterned ground (Ping 

et al. 2008). Patterned ground can have a significant abundance in the tundra (Walker et al. 

2004, Hjort and Luoto 2009) and varies according to its geometric shape and state of soil sorting 

(Washburn 1956). Homogeneously textured, silty circular ground features that are surrounded 

by vegetation are referred to as non-sorted circles (Washburn 1956), frost boils (Walker et al. 

2004, Overduin and Kane 2006) or mud boils (Shilts 1978). In these features, soil is upwelling in 

the center and displaced radially towards the boundaries where it is subducted for reasons of 

mass continuity (Walker et al. 2004). Cryogenic soil movement is affecting the carbon and 

nutrient cycle via mixing of humic-rich surface soil into deeper layers or upward transportation 

of unweathered mineral soil (Walker et al. 2004, Bockheim 2007, Kaiser et al. 2007, Michaelson 

et al. 2008). Cryoturbation further limits colonization, establishment and growth of plants and 

plays a key-role in the small-scale diversity of tundra vegetation (Hopkins and Sigafoos 1951, 

Jonasson 1986, Haugland and Beatty 2005, Sutton et al. 2006, Walker et al. 2011). 

 

Cryoturbation is governed by freeze-thaw processes and therefore sensitive to climate changes 

(Walker et al. 2004). It is widely accepted that future global warming will be most pronounced at 

high latitudes (Kattsov and Källén 2005). There is growing evidence that climate change is 

already proceeding at an accelerated pace in large parts of the Arctic with substantial impacts on 

biophysical, biogeochemical and hydrological states and processes (Hinzman et al. 2005, 

Callaghan et al. 2010). The response of cryoturbation in patterned ground to climate warming 

has been subject of research for many decades (e.g. Hopkins and Sigafoos 1951) but is still poorly 

understood. Field studies along latitudinal gradients in low and middle arctic Alaska suggested 

that cryogenic activity, quantified by soil surface heave, may decrease under global warming due 

to plant colonization (Walker et al. 2008). In contrast, a landscape-scale study along altitudinal 

gradients in subarctic Finland indicated that cryogenic activity, determined by visual inspection 

of surface disturbances, may increase under global warming due to vegetation succession while 

treeline advance may counteract this process (Hjort and Luoto 2009). These uncertainties have 

large implications for ecosystem properties such as carbon and nutrient cycling or vegetation 

dynamics of non-sorted patterned ground (Walker et al. 2004). It is therefore important to 

critically discuss the complexity of predicting the fate of cryoturbation under a warmer climate.  

 

The following factors may be associated with contrasting findings regarding the sensitivity of 

cryoturbation in patterned ground systems to climate changes: (1) Cryogenic activity is defined 

or measured by different proxies throughout studies; (2) The response of cryogenic activity to 

climate change varies with spatial scale so that studies of different spatial scales identify different 

environmental effects; (3) The response of cryogenic activity to climate change depends on 

current climatic conditions and thus differs throughout bioclimatic zones. In the following, these 

hypotheses are elucidated to identify research gaps and formulate objectives towards a better 

understanding of climate impacts on non-sorted patterned ground. 
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1.2 Fundamentals of cryoturbation in non-sorted patterned ground 

 

1.2.1 Proxies of cryogenic activity  

There is no universal method to measure cryoturbation. Cryogenic activity can be quantified 

based on direct short-term measurements of soil movement and indirect observations of its 

long-term consequences (Table 1). Recent cryogenic activity has been determined based on the 

magnitude of frost heave and radial surface-soil displacement or upfreezing rates of buried 

objects using instruments ranging from simple markers to advanced metal frame apparatus and 

movement sensors. Instrumentations to measure frost heave are briefly reviewed by Little et al. 

(2003). The long-term effect of cryoturbation has been estimated based on dating techniques to 

infer subduction rates of the soil, visual inspections of vegetation patterns, the composition of 

plant growth forms with different susceptibility to soil disruption, lichenometry, a method to 

date surfaces by means of diameters of crustose lichen, and the pedogenic development of the 

soil profile. Only a few studies have applied several methods simultaneously and no study 

reviewed has systematically compared different direct and indirect proxies of cryogenic activity.  

 
Table 1 Overview on methods to infer cryogenic activity of patterned-ground features. 

Indicator Activity measure Instrument Source 

Direct Frost heave Nails / pegs / dowels Jonasson 1986, Washburn 1989, Wilkerson 
1995, Sutton et al. 2006 

  Differential GPS Little et al. 2003 

  Automated dilatometer Matsuoka et al. 2003 

  Metal frames with flexibly mounted 
rods resting on the soil surface 

Chambers 1967, Smith 1987, Kling 1997, 
Hallet 1998, Walker et al. 2004, Seppälä 
2005, Walker et al. 2008,  

  Rebars / rods anchored in the 
permafrost 

Overduin and Kane 2006, Kokelj et al. 2007, 
Kade and Walker 2008, Walker et al. 2008  

  Ultrasonic distance sensors Overduin and Kane 2006 

 Radial movement Tags / dowels / pegs / matches Shilts 1978, Hallet and Prestrud 1986, 
Washburn 1989 

  Painted transects Wilkerson 1995 

  Strain probe Matsuoka et al. 2003 

   Repeated photography of surface 
clasts Chambers 1967, Kling 1997 

 Combined vertical  Coins Wilkerson 1995 
 / radial movement Toothpicks Gartner et al. 1986, Kade and Walker 2008 

   Tilt sensors Hallet 1998 

 Subsurface vertical 
movement 

Metal frames with flexibly mounted 
rods buried in the soil Chambers 1967, Hallet 1998 

  Upfreezing time of buried clasts Chambers 1967 
   Soil strain transducer Hallet 1998 
Indirect Subsurface vertical 

movement 
Radiocarbon-dating of buried 
organic material 

Van Vliet-Lanoë and Seppälä 2002, Kaiser et 
al. 2007, Marina Becher, pers. comm. 

   210Pb-dating of soil Marina Becher, pers. comm. 

 Integrated 
movement 

Visual inspections of vegetation 
and soil surface 

Kling 1996, Luoto and Hjort 2006, Hjort and 
Luoto 2009, Feuillet et al. 2012 

  Vascular plant species composition Jonasson 1986 

  Lichenometry Cook-Talbot 1991, Kling 1996, Vopata et al. 
2006 

  Churning intensity of soil horizons Ping et al. 2008 

    Soil profile development index Haugland and Haugland 2008 
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1.2.2 Genetic processes and influential factors of cryogenic activity 

Soil is under continuous evolution driven by a characteristic combination of environmental 

factors including organisms, climate, topography, parent material and time (Jenny 1941). The 

origin of patterned ground is still under debate, whilst there are numerous hypotheses and 

models on their formation (e.g. Washburn 1973, Shilts 1978, Van Vliet-Lanoë 1991, Peterson and 

Krantz 2008). Genetic processes associated with the formation and cryogenic activity of non-

sorted patterned ground include differential pressures, ice formation and differential frost heave, 

defined as the horizontally different uplifting of the soil surface (Washburn 1973). These 

processes induce vertical and lateral soil movements and are in turn governed by a complex 

interaction of biological, hydrological, climatological and edaphic factors (Van Vliet-Lanoë 1991, 

Walker et al. 2004, Michaelson et al. 2008). They are summarized in an impact scheme in Fig. 1.  

 

Soil movement in non-sorted patterned ground is driven by thermal, hydrological and 

rheological differences between their poorly vegetated inner domain and densely vegetated outer 

domain (Daanen et al. 2008, Nicolsky et al. 2008). Heterogeneities in ground insulating cover of 

vegetation and snow as well as soil texture and soil moisture lead to a differential downward 

progression of the freezing plane during soil freeze-up. This results in a hydrostatic pressure 

gradient between the unfrozen ground in heavily insulated areas and the freezing plane in poorly 

insulated areas. As a consequence, liquid water migrates along the temperature gradient towards 

the freezing front. This process is denoted as cryosuction and is most effective in silty materials. 

During freezing, water expands 9% in volume and forms ice lenses which in turn causes 

differential frost heave (Overduin and Kane 2006, Peterson and Krantz 2008). In shallow soils  

 
Fig. 1 Conceptual framework on environmental effects on cryoturbation in non-sorted patterned ground. 
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with imperfect drainage, differential rates of frost penetration causes variations in cryostatic 

pressure which results in a squeezing of unfrozen soil between freezing front and bedrock or 

permafrost and thus in a local upward displacement and surface extrusion through paths of least 

resistance (Washburn 1956, Van Vliet-Lanoë 1991). Readily liquefied soil can also be extruded 

spontaneously due to slight increases in soil moisture and thus hydrostatic pressure (Shilts 1978) 

or changes in pressures induced by loading of animals or human (Hopkins and Sigafoos 1951, 

Lundqvist 1962). Soil convection can result from moisture-driven gradients in bulk density 

during thaw front propagation (Hallet and Prestrud 1986). 

 

Numerous field studies have shown the fundamental importance of vegetation for the ground 

thermal regime and thus the cryogenic activity of non-sorted circles (Raynolds et al. 2008, Kade 

and Walker 2008, Walker et al. 2011) as it acts as an insulator directly and indirectly via trapping 

of drifting snow (Zhang 2005, Kade et al. 2006, Daanen et al. 2008). Vegetation type was also 

shown to explain the occurrence of active patterned ground on the landscape scale (Hjort and 

Luoto 2009, Feuillet 2011). Many field investigations have stressed the significance of soil 

moisture and texture for frost heaving (Matthews et al. 1998, Matsuoka et al. 2003, Overduin 

and Kane 2006, Michaelson et al. 2008, Raynolds et al. 2008) and the diapiric expulsion of fine 

grained material (Shilts 1978, Van Vliet-Lanoë 1991). Snow serves as a moisture supply in the 

thaw season which lead to secondary frost heave (Wilkerson 1995, Matsuoka et al. 2003). On the 

landscape scale, topographic wetness indices were shown to be strong predictors of the 

abundance of active patterned-ground (Luoto and Hjort 2006, Hjort and Luoto 2009).  

 

On a field scale, cryogenic activity varies with microtopography which controls drainage, snow 

depth and vegetation (Matthews et al. 1998, Raynolds et al. 2008) and with bedrock which 

affects soil texture (Michaelson et al. 2008, Treml et al. 2010). On the landscape scale, altitude 

(Feuillet et al. 2012) and wind exposure (Treml et al. 2010) are essential discriminators of 

patterned-ground type and morphometry. In addition, solar radiation is an important 

determinant for the occurrence of periglacial ground features (Ridefeld et al. 2010, Feuillet et al. 

2012). Cryogenic activity is further influenced by climate as surface disruption related to frost 

action is favored by frequent freeze-thaw cycles (multigelation) (Corte 1963, Washburn 1973, 

Mooers and Glaser 1989, Matsuoka et al. 2003). When air temperatures drop quickly to below 

0°C needle ice is formed perpendicular to the cooling surface which causes soil surface heave 

(Washburn 1973, Grab 2002, Matsuoka et al. 2003). Under low freezing rates and sufficient 

moisture supply, ice is segregated preferentially beneath stones due to their higher conductivity 

compared to that of fine grained soil. Gripped by expanding surrounding fine material during 

freezing, stones are progressively migrating upward and cause soil surface disruptions (Corte 

1963, Chambers 1967). Climate can indirectly affect cryogenic activity via climate driven changes 

in vegetation (Daanen et al. 2008). Effects of precipitation on the cryogenic activity of patterned 

ground have not been specifically analyzed by any of the studies reviewed. 

 

Depending on the bioclimatic and hydrological conditions, non-sorted circles show transition 

forms to non-sorted polygons and earth hummocks (Walker et al. 2011). Non-sorted polygons 

are surrounded by linear wedge-shaped fissures and are formed by frost cracking, differential 

frost heave and dessication caused by suction of moisture towards growing ice lenses (Washburn 

1956, Walker et al. 2011). Earth hummocks are bump-shaped non-sorted patterned ground 
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features with a dense vegetation cover above a core of mineral soil formed by differential frost 

heave, gradual ice aggragation and vegetation succession (Washburn 1956, Van Vliet-Lanoë and 

Seppälä 2002, Kokelj et al. 2007). In this study, the term non-sorted patterned ground is used to 

address non-sorted circles, non-sorted polygons and earth hummocks.  

 

1.2.3 The importance of space for cryogenic activity 

The response of ecological and geomorphological processes to environmental conditions may not 

be uniform throughout spatial scales (De Boer 1992, Levin 1992). Thus, models that only 

incorporate processes at a single scale are likely to miss variation occurring at another scale. For 

example, broad-scale models driven by climate may ignore small-scale variations in vegetation, 

whereas local-scale models driven by vegetation may disregard climatic stressors. Therefore, a 

suite of models incorporating data of different scales is necessary for an overall understanding of 

ecological and geomorphological processes (De Boer 1992, Levin 1992). Recently, the importance 

of multi-scale assessments has been stressed with regard to patterned-ground ecosystems. 

Factors influencing the presence and absence of active patterned-ground vary with the spatial 

scale considered (Luoto and Hjort 2006) and the source of explanatory data ranging from field 

surveys to digital elevation models and satellite images (Hjort et al. 2010). The response of 

geomorphological processes to environmental stressors may also vary with bioclimatic 

conditions. Gradient studies serve as valuable natural experiments to assess these responses 

provided that other abiotic conditions are independent of the factor of interest that varies along 

the gradient (Fukami and Wardle 2005). Specifically, investigations on patterned ground have 

shown that the response of cryogenic activity to environmental conditions varies across 

latitudinal (Walker et al. 2004) and altitudinal gradients (Hjort and Luoto 2009). Combining a 

multiscale assessment with environmental gradients could be a powerful design to study the 

response of cryoturbation to environmental stressors and to test if this response depends on the 

spatial scale cosidered or the location along the gradients. Therefore, it can help us to 

understand both the meso-scale and small-scale variation in cryoturbation and its driving 

factors. To my knowledge, such a design has not yet been utilized in periglacial geomorphology. 

 

The response of cryoturbation to environmental stressors has been intensively studied in arctic 

lowlands (Walker et al. 2004, Walker et al. 2008) and subarctic low mountain ranges (Luoto and 

Hjort 2006, Hjort and Luoto 2009). Except of studies in Iceland (Feuillet et al. 2012) and 

Norway (Matthews et al. 1998, Haugland and Beatty 2005) little attention has been paid to high 

mountain ranges. In a Sweden-wide context, non-sorted patterned ground is most abundant in 

the northernmost mountain ranges (Lundqvist 1962). However, factors determining their 

altitudinal zonation in this area are insufficiently understood (Niessen et al. 1992). This is of 

special importance, because airphotos have indicated that a large number of non-sorted circles 

along a mountain slope in the Abisko area have become inactive between 1959 and 2008 

(Marina Becher, pers. comm.). Simultaneously, the temperature, precipitation and snow regime 

changed substantially in Abisko with secondary effects on vegetation patterns (Kohler et al. 

2008, Callaghan et al. 2010). Utilizing nested climate-vegetation gradients may help to identify 

causes of the observed stabilization of non-sorted circles. The Abisko area is ideally suited for 

such a study design as it provides gradients of temperature (Graae et al. 2012) and precipitation 

(Klaminder et al. 2009) on a large but manageable scale without significant changes of other 

abiotic factors. In addition, a complex microtopography forms small-scale vegetation gradients 
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(Josefsson 1990). Currently, the effect of soil disturbance in non-sorted circles on their carbon 

budget (Marina Becher, pers. comm.), nutrient regime and biodiversity (Kobayashi and 

Klaminder, in press) is investigated in the Abisko area. Regarding these studies, a multi-scale 

analysis on the response of cryoturbation to environmental factors appears to be highly relevant.  

 

1.3 Objectives and hypotheses 

This study seeked to analyze the importance of the choice of the proxies of cryogenic activity, the 

spatial scale of environmental predictor variables and the mesoclimatic regime of the study site 

for the inferred response of cryogenic activity of non-sorted patterned ground to environmental 

conditions. The three main objectives and their hypotheses are listed below. 

 

Objective 1 

Aim: The first objective was to test the agreement of different proxies of cryogenic activity and to 

analyze to which extent their choice affects inferred environmental effects on cryogenic activity. 

Hypothesis: I hypothesized a moderate correlation among proxies of cryogenic activity so that 

environmental effects depend on the choice of the proxy. 

Implication: If the choice of the proxy matters for inferred environmental effects, studies using 

different proxies may predict differing effects of climate warming on cryogenic activity.  

 

Objective 2 

Aim: The second objective was to investigate the variation of cryogenic activity across spatial 

scales and to analyze to which extent the choice of the spatial scale of predictor variables affects 

inferred environmental effects on cryogenic activity.  

Hypothesis: I expect the small-scale variation in cryogenic activity within each study site to be in 

the same magnitude as the meso-scale variation between study sites. I further hypothesized that 

environmental effects vary between models fitted with variables of different spatial scales. 

Implication: If conclusions on the effect of environmental factors on cryogenic activity depend 

on the spatial scale of the investigation, studies of different spatial scales may contrast in their 

predictions on cryogenic activity under a warmer climate.  

 

Objective 3 

Aim: The third objective was to investigate the variation of cryogenic activity along an 

elevational and precipitation gradient and to analyze to which extent the response of cryogenic 

activity to environmental variables varies across mesoclimatic regimes. 

Hypothesis: I expect cryogenic activity to increase both along the elevational and precipitation 

gradient whereby environmental effects on cryogenic activity vary across mesoclimatic subzones. 

Implication: If the response of cryogenic activity to environmental conditions varies across 

mesoclimatic regimes, studies carried out in different mesoclimatic zones may differ in their 

predictions on cryogenic activity under climate warming. 

 

To address these objectives, I analyzed cryogenic activity and environmental conditions at eight 

sites along an elevational gradient and a precipitation gradient and vegetation gradients nested 

within each study site. Cryogenic activity was measured using eight proxies of surface soil 

movement or its long-term consequences. Environmental conditions were quantified using ten 

field-scale variables and ten landscape-scale variables. 
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2 Material and methods 
 

2.1 Study sites and sampling locations 

 

2.1.1 Study area 

The study was carried out in the Abisko area, northernmost Sweden, 200 km north of the polar 

circle (Fig. 2). The landscape is dominated by glacially formed valleys and mountains with 

elevations up to 1750 m. There is a strong climate gradient in the study area with maritime 

influence in the west and continental influence in the east. The study sites were located along a 

longitudinal oreogeographic precipitation gradient between Abisko and Riksgränsen and along 

an elevational temperature gradient from 400 m to 1150 m on the north-facing slope and 

summit ridge of Mt. Suorooaivi. The mean annual temperature (1991-2010) in Abisko (68°21'N, 

18°49'E, 396 m) and Katterjåkk (68°25'N,  18°10'E, 515 m) is 0.2°C and -0.5°C, respectively, with 

a mean January temperature of -9.0°C and -9.2°C, respectively, and a mean July temperature of 

11.9°C and 11.4°C, respectively. The mean annual precipitation increases from east to west from 

around 300 mm yr-1 in Abisko to around 1000 mm yr-1 in Katterjåkk, with about 45% and 50%, 

respectively, falling as snow (averages 1991-2010, Abisko Scientific Research Station (ANS) 

unpublished data, Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI) unpublished 

data). Permafrost is likely to occur at elevations above 1000-1300 m (Ridefeld et al. 2008, 

Fig. 2 Location of the study sites in the Abisko area and its location in Sweden. The airphotos show the location of the 

sampled  non-sorted patterned-ground  features at each study site s marked by circles.   
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Kneisel 2010). In the Abisko valley, soil freeze-back takes place in October, while the thaw 

season starts in May (Josefsson 1990). At the 400 m sites, the bedrock consists of quartzite, slate 

and phyllite. The bedrock at Mt. Suorooaivi is characterized by gneis, archean rocks, quartzite, 

phyllite and schists at 700 m and 850 m and amphibolite at 1150 m. The sites in Kopparåsen, 

Katterjåkk and Riksgränsen are underlain by granite, syenite and migmatite (Melander 1977). 

Soils are characterized by mixed-textured till deposits of the Weichselian glaciation covered by a 

thin podsol layer, decreasing in thickness with elevation. Whereas soils at the sites at 400 m, 

700 m and 850 m were well drained, soils in Koppårasen, Katterjåkk and Riksgränsen and the 

1150 m site were close to the bedrock and showed imperfect drainage.  

 

In the study area, the prevalence of patterned ground is increasing from west to east with a 

maximum prevalence at 700 m to 950 m elevation (Melander 1977). Only single features are 

present around Riksgränsen, while there are patches of patterned ground below the treeline 

around Abisko and large non-sorted circle fields above the treeline southeast of Abisko. A 

geomorphological survey at Mt. Suorooaivi has shown the areal importance of non-sorted 

patterned ground in this area (Rubensdotter 2002). The study sites along the precipitation 

gradient were situated below the tree line (~650 m) and surrounded by Betula pubescens ssp. 

tortuosa forest, while sites at Mt. Suorooaivi were located above. Along the elevational gradient 

vegetation changes from erect dwarf shrub tundra with thick moss mats at subalpine sites to 

prostrate and hemiprostrate dwarf-shrub tundra with barren surfaces and scattered bryophytes 

and lichens at alpine sites. Along the precipitation gradient, vegetation shifts from dry-mesic 

heath to mesic-fresh heath. Cryptogamic crust (crustose lichen, algae, short mosses and fungi), 

and lichen (Cladonia sp., Thamnolia sp., Stereocaulon sp., Peltigera sp.) dominate the inner 

domains and a continous cover of ericaceous dwarf shrubs on moss carpets the outer domains.  

 

In Kopparåsen, Katterjåkk and Riksgränsen small depressed non-sorted circles, 92±35 cm in 

diameter (arithmetic mean±standard deviation, hereafter referred to as 'mean (±sd)'), are 

located on thin silty soils on bedrock outcrop complexes (Fig. 2). The inner domains consist of 

bare areas or cryptogamic crust and the outer domains of Empetrum nigrum ssp. 

hermaphroditum, Arctostaphylos alpina, Vaccinium sp. and Eriophorum brachyantherum. At 

the 400 m sites, present features have mean (±sd) diameters of 146±46 cm and range from flat 

and convex non-sorted circles and earth hummocks with heights of 20-40 cm at well drained 

sites to depressed non-sorted circles at less drained sites (Fig. 2). Loiseleuria procumbens, V. 

uliginosum, V. vitis-idaea, Andromeda polifolia, Pinguicula alpina and Carex sp. dominate the 

inner domains and E. nigrum ssp. hermaphroditum, Betula nana, Vaccinium sp., A. polifolia, 

Salix sp., Carex sp. and Calamagrostis sp. the outer domains. Hummocks are specifically 

characterized by a thick moss cover. At 700 m and 850 m, non-sorted circles with mean (±sd) 

diameters of 162±55 cm are primarily raised compared to the surrounding ground (Fig. 2). 

Cryptogamic crusts are ubiquitous on inner domains, accompanied by Salix herbacea, Salix 

polaris, L. procumbens, Diapensia lapponica, V. uliginosum and P. alpina. The outer domains 

are characterized by E. nigrum ssp. hermaphroditum, B. nana, V. vitis-idaea, Salix sp. and 

Calamagrostis sp. The small features (mean (±sd) diameter 110±30 cm) at the 1150 m site are a 

mixed form of non-sorted circles and polygons, with cryptogamic crust in the inner domain and 

a scattering of vascular plants in the fissures between the features including S. herbacea, 

Cassiope tetragona and Carex bigelowii ssp. rigida (Fig. 2).  
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2.1.2 Sampling design 

An unbalanced nested sampling design with three levels was applied. To take the mesoclimatic 

zonation of the landscape into account, eight study sites were chosen within three mesoclimatic 

regimes along the precipitation and temperature gradient (Fig. 2). This included three maritime 

valley sites (Kopparåsen, Katterjåkk, Riksgränsen), two continental valley sites (400 m I, 

400 m II) and three continental mountain sites (700 m, 850 m, 1150 m). Within each study site, 

3-10 non-sorted patterned-ground features were selected along gradients of vegetation cover, 

amounting to a total of 48 sampled ground features. In Katterjåkk and Riksgränsen, the number 

of sampled circles was lower than in average to take account of the lower number of circles 

present in these areas. The number of features sampled at the two 400 m sites was higher than 

in average to take the higher risk of trampling and damage by snowmobiles close to the road into 

account. The cryogenic center of each feature was marked based on visible recent disturbances 

and a minimum vegetation cover. The inner domain of a patterned-ground feature was defined 

as the area raised or depressed compared to the surroundings and / or showed distinct 

differences in vegetation cover. The outer domain was defined as the surrounding area (Fig. 3a). 

 
Fig. 3 Overview on the field methods applied to non-sorted patterned-ground features: a) Schematic illustration of the 

sampling design; b) Differential GPS measurements, c) Toothpick method; d) Red gravel method. Note the outward 

tilting of the toothpicks from the cryogenic center in a non-sorted circle in Katterjåkk when resurveyed in April 2012.  
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2.2 Field data acquisition 

 

2.2.1 Measurement of cryogenic activity 

Different methods were applied to all patterned-ground features, if not declared elsewise, to 

quantify cryogenic activity directly or indirectly (Table 2). The vertical and radial surface soil 

movement was measured directly using a differential global positioning system (DGPS), 

toothpicks and red gravel. Indirect proxies included lichen-diameter inferred surface dates 

(lichenometry), aerial photo-inferred ground coverage, vascular plant species composition and 

two simple indices of soil surface barrenness derived from a field survey and airphotos.  

 

Frost heave was measured using a DGPS (Trimble R7 GNSS) with a pole-mounted antenna 

(antenna height above ground: 2.00 m) before freezing at the end of August 2011 and before 

thawing in mid-April 2012 (Fig. 3b). At both the cryogenic center of the inner domain and a 

representative location in the outer domain (Fig. 3a), five readings (measuring time: 20 s) were 

taken using the ‘FastStatic’ surveying mode which has been demonstrated to be suitable to 

measure frost heave (Little et al. 2003). The horizontal and vertical accuracy was 5 mm + 

1 mm km-1 distance between rover and base station (Trimble Navigation Limited 2007). In 

August, the locations were marked with plastic sticks to be retrieved in April 2012. A cross-

shaped fundament was used as a basis for the DGPS pole to guarantee a constant measuring 

height and to prevent the pole from sinking into the soil. To improve the GPS signal, two 

antennas were placed between the base station in Abisko and Mt. Suorooaivi and Kopparåsen, 

respectively (Fig. 2). For calibration, readings from bedrock surfaces or large rocks were taken in 

Kopparåsen, at the 400 m sites and at 700 m, and marked to be retrieved in April 2012. Mean 

(±sd) differences in latitudinal and longitudinal coordinates, respectively, of the four calibration 

sites between the two time points were 1.3±0.8 cm and 1.4±0.7 cm, respectively. Differences in 

vertical coordinates were 0.5 cm on bedrock in Kopparåsen and 4.6±0.7 cm on large rocks at the 

remaining sites which have probably received frost heave during winter. Mean (±sd) differences 

in latitudinal and longitudinal coordinates, respectively, of all measurements between the two 

time points were 1.5±1.2 cm and 1.3±1.3 cm, respectively (Table I, Appx. I). The mean (±sd) 

latitudinal, longitudinal and vertical precision, respectively as the standard deviation of the five 

readings per measurement taken was 0.2±0.1 cm, 0.2±0.1 cm and 0.6±0.4 cm, respectively, for 

August measurements and 0.3±0.2 cm, 0.3±0.3 cm and 0.7±0.5 cm, respectively, for April 

measurements. Precision was minimal at the 400 m sites and maximal at the 850 m site (Table 

II, Appx. I). For two circles at the 850 m sites, the GPS signal was lost during April 

measurements so that the differential height between inner and outer domain was measured 

 
Table 2 Overview on the proxies of cryogenic activity utilized in the present study. 

Indicator Proxy of cryogenic activity Observational method Data analysis 

Direct  Differential frost heave DGPS, Leveling instrument Calculation of differential frost heave 

 
Toothpick index Toothpick statistics Calculation of toothpick index 

 
Red gravel index Repeated aerial photograph GIS (Image classification) 

Indirect  Lichen age Lichenometry Calibration model (Karlén and Black 2002) 

 
Image index Aerial photograph GIS (Image classification), ordination 

 
Species index Vascular plant species survey Ordination 

 
Barren index  Measuring stick Calculation of barren index (Equation 1) 

  Grey value Airphoto GIS (Grey value extraction) 
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using measuring rod and water level. Due to low reception, no readings were taken for four 

circles in Kopparåsen and all circles in Katterjåkk and Riksgränsen. Instead, leveling (accuracy: 

0.5 cm) was carried out using a theodolite (Wild NAK-0, Preisler Instrument) to measure the 

height difference between the inner and outer domain and a nearby stationary bedrock. The 

mean (±sd) difference in differential heave according to leveling and DGPS measurements was 

3.1±2.5 cm for three circles in Kopparåsen. Differential frost heave was defined as the change in 

differential elevation of the inner and outer domain between August 2011 and April 2012. 

 

The toothpick method was applied to measure vertical and radial soil movement (Gartner et al. 

1986, Kade and Walker 2008). In mid-August 2011, 25 toothpicks (length: 8 cm) spaced at 10 cm 

intervals were inserted into the soil to depths of 4 cm within a 0.5 · 0.5 m² grid which was 

centered in the cryogenic center of the inner domain (Fig. 3a,c). For three highly vegetated 

hummocks at the 400 m sites, kebab sticks (length: 20 cm) were used instead. Where large 

stones and gravel prevented toothpicks to be aligned according to the grid, the toothpicks were 

inserted as close as possible around these obstacles. The toothpick method was not applied to 

those six features that were covered with red gravel (see below). In mid-April 2012, the 

toothpicks were resurveyed and the number of straight, tilted (tilt angle >15°) and expelled sticks 

and sticks damaged by trampling were noted. A scoring system (0=straight, 1=tilted, 2=expelled) 

was applied to derive an activity index that sums the scores of each toothpick within a circle, 

normalized to the number of toothpicks that have not been damaged by trampling. 

 

As another means to measure vertical and radial soil movement, 650 g of red aquarium gravel 

(grainsize 2-7 mm) was placed in the inner domains in mid-August 2011 (Fig. 3a,d). The red 

gravel was evenly distributed in the cryogenic center of the cryogenically most active looking 

patterned-ground feature at 400 m I, 700 m, 850 m, 1150 m, Kopparåsen and Katterjåkk using a 

round shaped sieve (diameter 32 cm, mesh size 5 mm). In mid-August 2011 and mid-April 2012, 

aerial photos of the red gravel were taken vertically downwards from a distance of 1.6 m using a 

Canon 1000D with a EF-S18-55 mm f/3.5-5.6 IS lense, 18 mm focal length, 125-1000 s-1 shutter 

speed, an aperture of f=3.5-f=18 and ISO 400. To reduce vibration, the antimirror shock 

function of the camera was enabled. Pictures were saved in the RAW and jpg format with a 

resolution of 3897 · 2593 pixels. To rectify the aerial photos, five plastic sticks were inserted into 

the ground, marking the midpoint and the circumference of an imaginary circle (diameter: 1 m) 

that had its midpoint in the cryogenic center of each patterned ground feature (Fig. 3a,d). 

 

Several proxies for the longterm effects of cryogenic activity were acquired. For lichenometric 

dating, the mean diameter (δ) of the five largest map lichens (Rhizocarpon geographicum agg.) 

on clasts in the inner domain were measured to the millimeter using a ruler. Lichens that were 

coalesced with other lichens were rejected. The coefficient of variation of the diameter of the five 

largest lichens of each circle was 0.31±0.11 as a mean(±sd) over all patterned-ground features 

analyzed. Lichen age (L) was calculated using a dating model (L=0.9617· δ 1.33) derived from the 

northernmost Swedish mountain area by Karlén and Black (2002). Lichen data could not be 

obtained from seven circles at the two 400 m sites due to a dense vegetation cover. Lichens were 

absent in nine circles in the maritime valley sites so that lichen diameter was set to 0 mm for 

these locations. To estimate the ground coverage of each patterned-ground feature, aerial photos 

were taken in mid-August from a height of 2 m above the inner domain, using otherwise the 
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same camera setup as used for the red gravel method. The aerial photos of each patterned-

ground feature sampled are shown in Fig. 4. In order to rectify the aerial photos, seven plastic 

sticks were inserted into the ground, marking the midpoint, the nodes and the medians of the 

longer edges of a rectangle of 2 m · 1.5 m that had its midpoint in the cryogenic center (Fig. 3a). 

The presence of dwarf shrub, forb and graminoid species was noted for both the inner and outer 

domain. Among graminoids not all species present could be identified and thus ignored. To infer 

a simple barren index, the maximum length (  ) and width (  ) of the total inner domain and the 

length (  ) and width (  ) of the compartment of the inner domain that was free of vascular 

plants was measured using a measuring stick. The barren index ( ) was calculated as follows: 

  
 

 
 
  

  
 

  

  
                     (1) 

In addition, the grey values of an orthorectified panchromatic airphoto were extracted for all 

pixels that intersect the DGPS coordinates of the inner domain (Fig. 2, Lantmäteriet 2009). 

 

2.2.2 Measurement of environmental variables 

Environmental variables obtained in the field are listed in Table 3. Maximum height and 

coverage of shrubs as well as thickness and coverage of mosses or cryptogamic crust (hereafter, 

both are refered to as ‘moss’) was noted for a 20 · 20 cm² rélevé placed in the cryogenic center of 

the inner domain and at a representative spot in the outer domain equidistant to the inner 

domains of neighbouring patterned-ground features (Fig. 3a). Coverages were estimated based 

on the Braun-Blaquet scale (<1%, 1-5%, 5-25%, 25-50%, 50-75%, 75-100%, Westhoff and van der 

Maarel 1978). Volumetric soil moisture content of the uppermost 5 cm of the mineral soil was 

measured using a soil moisture sensor (Decagon Devices ProCheck EC-5, measurement volume: 

0.3 L, accuracy: ±4%) at the end of August 2011. Readings were taken at the four edges of a        

20 · 20 cm² rélevé that was centered in the cryogenic center of the inner domain and at four sites 

in the outer domain, each in another main cardinal direction and equidistant to the two nearest 

inner domains (Fig. 3a). While measuring soil moisture, the organic layer was removed if 

necessary and its thickness was noted. Using the same sampling design, snow depth was 

measured in mid-April 2012 by means of a measuring rod (Fig. 4). Snow depth at this time of the 

year is regarded to represent the annual maximum (Josefsson 1990, Kohler et al. 2008). 

 

2.3 Data processing 

 

2.3.1 Processing of aerial photos  

Aerial photos taken in the field were radiometrically and geometrically preprocessed prior to 

classification. To remove shadows which may limit the classification accuracy, shadow 

attenuation methods based on tonemapping of RAW-images have been developed (Cox and 

Booth 2009). In order to identify a radiometric preprocessing method that results in the highest 

classification accuracy, four methods, (1) unprocessed jpg file, (2) linear contrast stretch of the 

jpg file, (3) gradient domain high dynamic range compression of the RAW image (Fattal et al. 

2002) and (4) adaptive logarithmic mapping of the RAW image (Drago et al. 2003), respectively, 

were applied to three images from Kopparåsen, 400 m and 1150 m taken under different light 

conditions. The overall classification accuracy (percentage of correctly classified pixels) in 

randomly chosen testing areas was 0.78, 0.80, 0.71 and 0.76, respectively. Therefore, method (2) 

was applied to all images taken. The classification procedure is described in detail below.  
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Fig. 4 Aerial photos of the pattern-ground features sampled along the precipitation and temperature gradient. The photos cover an area of 2 m· 1.5 m, are clustered 

by study sites and sorted according to the vegetation cover within each cluster. Inner domains are framed by red lines. The large yellow boxes include the summer 

and winter picture from two non-sorted circles at 850 m and in Katterjåkk. The two small yellow boxes mark the two non-sorted circles shown in the large boxes
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Table 3 Overview on the environmental variables acquired in the field and from existing digital geodatabases. 

Abbreviations: i=inner domain, o=outer domain, DEM=Digital elevation model. 

Variable type Environmental factor 
Abbre- 
viation 

Spatial scale / 
extent Means Data source 

Field variables           

      Vegetation Shrub height  SHi/o i/o Relévé, ruler own acquisition 

 
Shrub coverage S%i/o i/o Relévé own acquisition 

 
Moss thickness  BHi/o i/o Relévé, ruler own acquisition 

 
Moss coverage B%i/o i/o Relévé own acquisition 

      Soil/topography Soil moisture  SMi/o i/o 
Soil moisture 
sensor own acquisition 

 
Organic-layer thickness  OHi/o i/o Ruler own acquisition 

      Climate Snow depth SDi/o i/o Measuring probe own acquisition 

Landscape variables 
     

      Vegetation 
Normalized difference 
vegetation index NDVI 30 m Remote Sensing USGS 2009 

      Soil/topography 
Topographic wetness 
index TWI 30 m DEM ERSDAC 2011 

 
Deflation index  DEF 30 m DEM ERSDAC 2011 

 
Potential solar radiation RAD 30 m DEM ERSDAC 2011 

 
Slope  SLO 30 m DEM ERSDAC 2011 

      Climate Freezing degree days FDD Study site  Climate data 
ANS, SMHI 
unpublished data 

 
Thawing degree days  TDD Study site  Climate data 

ANS, SMHI 
unpublished data 

 
Freeze-thaw cycles  FTC Study site  Climate data 

ANS, SMHI 
unpublished data 

 
Summer precipitation SPP 

Mesoclimatic 
regime Climate data 

ANS, SMHI 
unpublished data 

  Autumn precipitation APP 
Mesoclimatic 
regime Climate data 

ANS, SMHI 
unpublished data 

 

After radiometric preprocessing using method (2), the photos were georectified by means of the 

'Georeferenciation' tool in ArcGIS 10 (ESRI 2010). Seven ground control points were utilized 

to build a 2nd order polynomial transformation function (root mean square error 9±6 mm as a 

mean(±sd) over all images) used to convert the raster dataset from its existing location to a 

georeferenced location. The transformed image was than rectified using a cubic convolution 

resample algorythm. Prior to classification, the inner domain was digitalized based on expert 

field knowledge and the length and width of the inner domain measured in the field (see red 

lines in Fig. 4). Spatially independent training and testing areas (five polygons per class) equally 

distributed over the inner domain were than selected via on-screen digitalization for the 

following cover classes: uncolonized upfrozen silt, cryptogamic crust, noncrustose lichen, 

vascular plants, stones and miscellaneous. Based on the signature of the training areas which 

were visually checked on gaussian distribution, a parametric supervised classification of the 

inner domain was performed using the ‘Maximum Likelihood Classification’ tool in ArcGIS 10. 

To remove island pixels, post-classification smoothing was done using a majority filter (kernel 

size: 3·3 cells). Based on the filtered image, the area of each cover class was calculated as a 

proportion of the total area of the inner domain using the ‘Zonal’ tool in ArcGIS 10. After that, 

the overall classification accuracy and Cohen's kappa coefficient (Cohen 1960) was calculated for 

training and testing areas using the ‘Zonal’ tool. Cohen's kappa coefficient is more robust than 

overall classification accuracy as it takes into account the agreement that can occur by chance. 
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In general, mean(±sd) overall classification accuracy and Cohen's kappa coefficient were 

0.86±0.07 and 0.81±0.09, respectively, for training areas and 0.86±0.06 and 0.81±0.09, 

respectively, for testing areas. As a mean(±sd) over training and testing areas, producer accuracy 

and user accuracy ranged from 0.82±0.16 and 0.78±0.21, respectively, in Riksgränsen to 

0.89±0.11 and 0.88±0.13, respectively, at the 400 m site and from 0.78±0.12 and 0.72±0.19, 

respectively for stones to 0.93±0.08 and 0.93±0.11, respectively, for vascular plants (Table III, 

Appx. II). The producer accuracy is the percentage of correctly classified observed ground cover 

classes, e.g. the proportion of ground-truthed 'stones' that was classified as 'stones'. User 

accuracy is the percentage of classified pixels that agreed with the observed ground cover class, 

e.g. the proportion of classified 'stones' that actually corresponded to 'stones' observed on the 

ground (Congalton 1991). 

 

Aerial photos of the red gravel were processed in the same way as described above. The root 

mean square error of the 1st order polynomial transformation functions used to orthorectify the 

pictures based on the five ground control points was 6±3 mm as a mean(±sd) over all images. 

Supervised classification was done using a class representing red gravel and a class representing 

the remainder. For pictures taken in April 2012, an additional class representing snow was 

introduced. Mean(±sd) overall classification accuracy and Cohen's Kappa were 0.97±0.03 and 

0.93±0.06, respectively, for training areas and 0.98±0.03 and 0.96±0.07, respectively, for 

testing areas. Producer accuracy and user accuracy as a mean(±sd) over testing and training 

areas ranged from 0.95±0.07 and 0.97±0.05, respectively, for red gravel to 0.98±0.03 and 

0.98±0.02, respectively, for snow. For change detection, classified images from August 2011 and 

April 2012 were summed using the raster calculator in ArcGIS 10, whereby raster cells classified 

as snow were omitted from further analysis. The four resulting classes represented the dynamics 

of red gravel as follows: presence at both time points, absence at both time points,  appearance in 

April 2012 and disappearance in April 2012. Based on known cell size and the number of raster 

cells, I calculated the area of each class within a radius of 0.5 m around the cryogenic center. The 

red gravel index   was than computed as follows: 

  
    

 
        (2) 

where   and    is the area of cells where red gravel appeared and disappeared, respectively, 

between August 2011 and April 2012 and   is the area of cells where red gravel was present at 

both time points. 

 

2.3.2 Remote sensing and digital elevation data 

To calculate indices on potential snow deflation, wetness and solar radiation, I used a digital 

elevation model (ASTER GDEM) with a grid size of 1'' corresponding to about 30 m (ERSDAC 

2011). The snow deflation index (   ) was calculated as follows (Treml et al. 2010): 

                                (3) 

where   is the aspect relative to the eastern direction,   is the curvature and   is the inverse 

difference in elevation between the grid cell and the upstream ridge. All measures were min-max 

normalized prior to index calculation. The offset of the aspect was set to east (90° was set to 0°) 

to achieve maximum values for west-exposed slopes. In Katterjåkk and Abisko west is the 

circular mean and mode direction of strong winds ≥8 m s-1 (period 1991-2010, SMHI 2011, ANS 

unpublished data) from which on snow is effectively redistributed (Li and Pomeroy 1997).  
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The topographic wetness index was calculated as follows (Beven and Kirkby 1979): 

       
 

       
                 (4) 

where U is the upstream contributing catchment area per unit contour length (grid cell size) and 

α the slope angle of the grid cell of interest. The calculation was based on a pit-filled digital 

elevation model where sinks with an undefined drainage direction were filled to the level of the 

pour point using the ‘Fill’ tool in ArcGIS 10. The pour point is the neighbouring grid cell with the 

lowest elevation and a defined flow direction. 

 

Potential incoming solar radiation was calculated for the period 1. September to 31. May with a 

day interval of 14 and an hour interval of 0.5 using the ‘Points Solar Radiation’ tool in ArcGIS 10. 

This period represents the season with snow on the ground or mean monthly temperatures of 

<0°C in the Abisko area (Kohler et al. 2008). I assume that solar radiation has the highest 

influence on the cryogenic activity of soils in this period (Chambers 1966). For simplicity, the 

mean latitudes of sampling points at the maritime (68°26'00''±00°00'06'' N) and continental 

study sites (68°19'00''±00°01'34'' N) were used. Sky size was set to 512·512 cells, the number of 

azimuth directions to 32 and the number of zenith and azimuth divisions to 8. A uniform diffuse 

model was chosen assuming the incoming diffuse radiation to be the same from all sky 

directions. To model generally clear sky conditions, the proportion of diffuse global normal 

radiation flux was set to 0.3 and the transmissivity to 0.5. 

 

A normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) was used as a measure of the density of 

vegetation cover. The spectral reflectance in the red band (0.63-0.69 µm) and infrared band 

(0.75-0.9 µm) of five orthorectified Landsat TM and Landsat ETM images with a resolution of 

30 m, taken within the Global Land Survey campaign (USGS 2009), were used to calculate the 

NDVI as described by Hjort and Luoto (2006). Images were acquired for 1992-07-18, 1994-09-

03, 2000-09-27, 2001-08-20 and 2006-08-27. Data from 2000-09-27 was omitted for the 

400 m sites and Kopparåsen due to cloud cover. For each scene, the NDVI was calculated for 

each raster cell that intersects with the patterned-ground features according to handheld GPS 

coordinates (Garmin GPSMap 62s, accuracy= ~5 m). The arithmetic mean NDVI of all scenes 

was calculated to average seasonal and annual variations. The latter amounted to 0.21±0.08 as a 

mean (±sd) coefficient of variation of the five scenes over all patterned-ground features.  

 

2.3.3 Air temperature modeling 

A set of 3-hourly air temperature data for Abisko (68°21' N, 18°49' E, 396 m, ANS unpublished 

data) and Katterjåkk (68°42'N, 18°17'E, 515 m, SMHI unpublished data) for the period 2011-09-

01 to 2012-03-31 was used to calculate several freeze-thaw indices (for the location of the climate 

stations, see Fig. 2). Missing entries in the data series for Abisko and Katterjåkk were <0.3%. I 

expected the correlation of air temperatures between my study sites and the two climate stations 

to vary in time and space, regarding the diurnal, seasonal and spatial variation of the lapse rate 

typical for alpine areas (Rolland 2003, Blandford et al. 2008). Winterly temperature inversions 

frequently form in valley bottoms in northern Scandinavia (Pepin et al. 2009) and were 

specifically found to form in the Abisko area at elevations between around 350 m and 700 m 

(Yang et al. 2011). Above 700 m, the lapse rate of annual minimum temperatures representing 

cold winter conditions was found to be negative for a mountain south of Abisko (Kneisel 2010). 
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To account for these variations when modeling the air temperature time series for each study 

site, a piece-wise linear extrapolation approach was applied using lapse rates measured at 

different slopes in the Abisko area.  

 

In order to correct temperature for elevation assuming a linear trend up to 655 m, monthly 

microscale lapse rates (LL) for day and night conditions were taken from Yang et al. (2011). 

These lapse rates are based on two-year measurements (2008-07-28 to 2010-08-24) of air 

temperature (1.5 m above ground) along elevational transects on open ground sites at the 

southern (68°27'N, 18°52'E, 381-552 m) and northern shoreline (68°17'N, 18°36'E, 490-655 m) 

of lake Torneträsk (Fig. 2). To correct temperatures for elevation above 655 m, monthly lapse 

rates (LH) for day and night conditions were calculated based on hourly top 2 cm soil 

temperatures measured during the period 2008-01-01 to 2010-12-31 in poor heath communities 

at 700 m and 800 m (Ann Milbau, unpublished data, see also Graae et al. 2012) in close vicinity 

to the study sites at Mt. Suorooaivi (Fig. 2). Day and night was defined by the astronomical sun-

rise and sun-set times for Abisko (68°21'N, 18°49'E) derived from a solar calculator (USNO 

2011). Diurnal and nocturnal monthly lapse rates are listed in Table IV, Appx. III. 

 

For both day and night conditions and each month ( ), the temperature difference (     ) 

between each study site ( ) and the closest climate station (B) was calculated as follows: 

      
 

     

   
                                                 

 
      

   
     

      

   
                  

                    (5) 

where    is the elevation of study site S,    is the elevation of climate station B,     is the 

monthly lapse rate below 655 m and     is the monthly lapse rate above 655 m. The use of 

      as monthly temperature differences between study site and climate station would lead to 

large jumps in the elevation corrected temperature between two consecutive days of different 

months. Therefore, I set the elevational temperature difference of the 15th day of each month to 

      and interpolated the temperature differences linearly for each day in between the 15th day 

of consecutive months. To do so, the site-specific elevational temperature difference of the  -th 

day of month m (        ) was calculated for both day and night conditions as follows: 

             

        
                         

       
 

             

        
                         

       
 

             

    (6)  

where      is the  -th day of the  -th month and    is the number of days of the  -th month. 

Considering the diurnal and nocturnal elevational temperature difference (        ), the air 

temperature (         ) at daytime   was than calculated for each study site and day as follows: 

                                  (7) 

where            is the air temperature at the base climate station at daytime   of the  -th day of 

the  -th month. Daytime   was defined according to standard 3-hourly temperature recordings 

of the weather data from Abisko and Katterjåkk. 

 

For the temperature model applied to sites above 655 m, temperature lapse rates based on data 

from the surface soil in poor heath communities were used. Despite known dissimilarities 
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between monthly lapse rates of air temperatures and temperatures of >50 cm deep soil (Green 

and Harding 1980), I regard the used surface soil temperature lapse rates to be representative 

for air temperature lapse rates for the following reasons: (i) Air temperatures and surface soil 

temperatures under a thin snow layer (≤8 cm measured in January and March 2008 at the soil 

temperature logger sites) are strongly coupled (Baker and Ruschy 1995, Kade et al. 2006); (ii) 

Mean daily surface soil temperatures at the 700 m and 850 m site were highly correlated to 

mean daily air temperatures at the climate station in Abisko (Pearson’s correlation coefficient 

r=0.94 and r=0.93, respectively); (iii) I did not use air temperatures modeled based on soil 

temperature lapse rates for an accurate characterization of weather phenomena but only for the 

inference of climate parameters which are interpreted in a relative way across study sites.  

 

The proportion of missing hourly soil temperature data was <0.1%. Available temperature data 

from other sites at Mt. Suorooaivi at 600 m and 900 m presented by Graae et al. (2012) were 

omitted due to the high snow depth at the 600 m site and due to the close vicinity of the 900 m 

site to a lake that may have contributed to a considerable thermal buffer effect.  

 

Based in the modeled 3-hourly air temperatures, freezing and thawing degree day sums were 

calculated according to Walker et al. (2011) as the sum of daily mean temperatures below and 

above 0°C, respectively. The frequency of freeze-thaw cycles has been defined in numerous 

different ways (Baker and Ruschy 1995). In the present study, freeze-thaw cycle frequencies were 

calculated based on the definition of Sinha and Cherkauer (2008), because it specifically 

addresses the presence and absence of soil frost. Accordingly, freeze-thaw cycles were defined as 

days on which the surface soil changes its state from frozen to thawed or vice-versa compared to 

the preceding day. Days with frozen soil were defined as days with minimum temperatures of 

that day and the preceding day and maximum temperatures of that day or the preceding day 

being  0°C. Days with thawed soil were defined as days with minimum temperatures of that day 

or the preceding day and maximum temperatures of that day and the preceding day being >0°C. 

If minimum temperatures of two consecutive days were  0°C while maximum temperatures of 

both days were >0°C, the second day was denoted as a day with thawed soil if its maximum 

temperature was higher than the absolute value of the minimum temperature. Otherwise the soil 

was defined to be frozen. 

 

2.3.4 Precipitation data 

Daily sum of precipitation was available for Abisko (ANS unpublished data) and Katterjåkk 

(SMHI unpublished data) for the periods June-November 2011. Data from Mt. Suorooaivi was 

only available for July, August and September 2008 (Sundqvist 2011). Based on the precipitation 

sum at Mt. Suotooaivi and in Abisko during these three month in 2008 (SMHI 2012) and known 

monthly precipitation sums in Abisko for June-November 2011, the monthly precipitation sums 

at Mt. Suorooaivi for June-November 2011 were extrapolated using simple cross-multiplication. 

I assume that this period has influenced the soil moisture of the patterned-ground features 

before freeze-up in winter 2011/2012. For each mesoclimatic regime, the precipitation sum for 

June, July and August and for September, October and November 2011 were calculated to derive 

the two variables summer precipitation and autumn precipitation, respectively. 
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2.4 Data analysis 

 

2.4.1 Preprocessing of variables 

All variables were visually checked on normal distribution using q-q-plots. To reduce the 

skewness of the distribution, toothpick index, lichen age, organic layer thickness (inner and 

outer domain), moss thickness (inner domain) and shrub height (inner domain) were log10+1-

transformed. The barren index represented proportional data and was therefore arcsine square-

root transformed. All statistical analyses were performed using the statistical program R version 

2.12.2 (R Development Core Team 2011). 

 

2.4.2 Calculation and comparison of proxies of cryogenic activity 

The dimensions of the species presence-absence data and image-based soil coverage data, 

respectively, were reduced to the two components that explained most of their variation using 

nonmetric multi-dimensional scaling (NMDS) ordination by means of the 'vegan' community 

ecology package for R (Oksanen et al. 2011). NMDS was preferred over alternative ordination 

methods as it is very robust against data that is not normally distributed. NMDS is an ordination 

method that locates coverage data or presence-absence data within an ordination space where 

the distance between observations increase with their floristic dissimilarity (Legendre and 

Legendre 2003). The ordination scores are derived from the rank order of the dissimilarities 

between individual observations calculated using the Bray-Curtis index (Bray and Curtis 1957). 

The distances between observations in the ordination space were calculated iteratively starting 

with a random initial position of observations. Distance calculations were repeated maximal 20 

times until stable solutions with minimum stress (maximum goodness of fit of the ordination 

axes) were found. Plant species that occurred on less than three patterned ground features were 

omitted. From the two components explaining most variance in species composition and soil 

coverage, respectively, the component that correlated highest with differential frost heave was 

defined as the species index and image index, respectively. The species index represented the 

first of component of the NMDS applied to the species presence-absence data. The image index 

represented the second component of the NMDS applied to the ground coverage data.  

 

To analyze the agreement of proxies of cryogenic activity, Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) 

was calculated for each variable combination. The significance of this correlation was tested by 

means of two-way analyses of variance (ANOVA) carried out for each pair of proxies using one 

proxy as a response variable and the other as a predictor variable. To further explore the data, 

the correlations were tested on differences across mesoclimatic regimes. Therefore, the 

interaction term between the proxy used as a predictor variable and the factor 'mesoclimatic 

regime' was additionally included in the ANOVA model. 

  

2.4.3 Analysis of variance of cryogenic activity across spatial scales 

The proportion of variation of cryogenic activity occurring on the mesoclimatic-regime scale and 

the study-site scale was calculated by means of two-way ANOVAs using 'mesoclimatic regime' 

and 'study site' as spatially nested predictor variables and 'cryogenic activity' as a response 

variable. The residual variance was interpreted as variation occurring on the patterned-ground 

feature scale. This was done seperately for each proxy except the red gravel index.  
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2.4.4 Analysis of environmental effects on cryogenic activity 

 

Overview on the analysis 

Linkages between environmental variables and cryogenic activity, denoted as environmental 

effects, were identified using variation partitioning and relative importance analysis. This was 

done separately for: (1) different proxies of cryogenic activity used as response variables 

including all variables and observations; (2) different spatial scales of predictor variables (field 

variables, landscape variables) including all observations; and (3) observations from different 

mesoclimatic regimes (maritime valley, continental valley, continental mountain) including all 

variables. For analyses 2 and 3, differential frost heave was chosen as the response variable since 

it has been in the focus of research on cryoturbation in recent years (Van Vliet-Lanoë 1991, 

Matsuoka et al. 2003, Walker et al. 2008). Depending on the response variables used, the term 

'cryogenic activity' represents hereafter each proxy except the red gravel index. Due to their 

limited spatial resolution, climatic variables were excluded from analysis 3, except of freezing-

degree days that was included in the model for the continental mountain site.  

 

Variation partitioning 

The variation in cryogenic activity was partitioned among three groups of variables, as listed in 

Table 3, including vegetation, soil/topography and climate using a number of partial linear 

regression analyses by means of the RDA-function of the ‘vegan’ package in R (Oksanen et al. 

2011). Partial regression analysis is a method to calculate the proportion of variation in the 

response variable that can be solely explained by a group of predictor variables under 

consideration of the contribution of other predictor variables (Legendre and Legendre 2003). To 

do so, the variation was decomposed into eight components: the independent effects of 

vegetation (V), soil/topography (S) and climate (C) and the conjoint effects of vegetation and 

soil/topography (V∩S), soil/topography and climate (S∩C), vegetation and climate (V∩C) and all 

three groups of predictors(V∩S∩C) and the unexplained variation (U). To calculate these 

variations, I followed an approach described in detail by Heikkinen et al. (2004).  

 

For the series of partial regression analyses, I included only those variables from each group of 

predictors that significantly explained cryogenic activity. These variables were identified by 

multiple linear regression analyses performed separately for each group of predictors. Linear 

regression models were preferred over alternative modeling techniques because of their 

simplicity and comparatively high predictive accuracy in modeling the distribution of periglacial 

landforms (Marmion et al. 2008). Prior to these analyses, highly correlated variables (|R|>0.7) 

were excluded whereby only those variables of each pair of highly correlating variables were kept 

that correlated highest with cryogenic activity. This was done to reduce problems of 

multicollinearity occurring during model building. To fit the regression models, a backward 

variable selection process was performed. Starting with the full model, the least significant 

predictors were removed stepwise until the minimum significant model with the lowest Akaike's 

information criterion (AIC) was obtained. The AIC is a goodness of fit measure based on the log-

likelihood function (probability of the observed sample configuration given a set of parameter 

values) and prefers models with less parameters against models with more parameters (Akaike 

1974). Regression coefficients were tested on significance using a two-tailed T-test. As a 

goodness-of-fit measure of the regression models, the R-squared value was calculated.  
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Relative importance analysis 

Prior to relative importance analyses, those predictors that significantly explained cryogenic 

activity were extracted. This was done using the linear regression modelling process described 

above. However, in contrast to the procedure applied prior to variation partitioning, initial 

regression models considered all predictors prior to variable selection and the model reduction 

procedure stopped when three predictors were left in the model. For each predictor selected by 

the model reduction process, the relative importance for cryogenic activity was calculated. 

Relative importance was quantified as the variation in cryogenic activity attributed to the 

independent and conjoint contribution of predictor variables and was calculated using the 

averaging over orderings (lmg) algorithm (Kruskal 1987) provided by the ‘relaimpo’ package for 

R (Grömping 2006). This algorithm is suitable to overcome multicollinearity being typical 

among environmental variables and provides measures similar to alternative approaches such as 

hierarchical partitioning (Chevan and Sutherland 1991). However, it is more efficient in 

computing and provides bootstrap confidence intervals of the independent contribution of 

predictor variables. Bootstrapping is a non-parametric resampling technique used to estimate 

accuracy measures of sample estimators. Bootstrap confidence intervals of the relative 

importance of predictors were calculated on a 95% level using 1000 bootstrap runs (samples 

with replacement taken from the observations). The confidence intervals were than used to test 

on pairwise differences of the relative importance of predictor variables (Grömping 2006). 

 

3 Results 
 

3.1 Cryogenic activity across proxies, spatial scales and mesoclimates  

 

3.1.1 The correlation between proxies of cryogenic activity  

Pairwise Pearon’s correlation coefficients (r) and pair plots for all combination of proxies of 

cryogenic activity are depicted in Fig. 5. The pairwise correlation coefficients were significant for 

most combinations of proxies (p<0.05), but varied substantially between different pairs. The 

highest correlations (r>0.60) were found for the relation between the image index and barren 

index, species index and toothpick index, image index and toothpick index, and differential frost 

heave and toothpick index. The lowest coefficients (r<0.30) were found for the relation between 

the grey value of the airphoto and all other proxies. The mean (±sd) value (rm) of the pairwise 

correlation coefficients to all other proxies except of the grey value was highest for the toothpick 

index (rm=0.58±0.11), image index (rm=0.55±0.19), and plant species index (rm=0.55±0.08) and 

lowest for differential frost heave (rm=0.46±0.12), lichen age (rm=0.42±0.14) and the grey value 

(rm=0.17±0.15). Most of the pairwise correlation coefficients were not significantly different 

across mesoclimatic regimes (p<0.05). However, the strong correlation between differential frost 

heave and the toothpick index disappeared when considering each mesoclimatic regime 

separately. Furthermore, the slopes of the regression lines between toothpick index and lichen 

age as well as lichen age and image index were of opposite sign for different climate regimes. The 

red gravel index correlated moderately to highly with differential frost heave (r=0.43), lichen age 

(r=-0.79), the species index (r=0.88), the image index (r=0.39), the barren index (r=0.37) and 

the grey value (r=-0.67)(not shown in Fig. 5 due to low number of observations). 
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Fig. 5 Correlation matrix of proxies of cryogenic activity. In the diagonal, histograms illustrate the frequency 

distribution of all proxies. The upper half of the panel shows Pearson’s correlation coefficients (r) (significance level: 

‘***’=0.001, ‘**’=0.01, ‘*’=0.05). In the lower half of the panel, bivariate scatter plots with a fitted linear regression 

line are depicted. If r differed significantly between mesoclimatic regimes (p>=0.05), regression lines are given 

seperately for each mesoclimatic regime. Note that the toothpick index and lichen age was log10+1 transformed and the 

barren index arcsine square-root transformed.   
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3.1.2 The small- and mesoscale variation of cryogenic activity 

Most proxies of cryogenic activity varied to a similar extent across mesoclimatic regimes and 

across pattern-ground features within a mesoclimate-specific study site (Table 4). More than 

50% of the variation in differential frost heave, the toothpick index, the species index and the 

image index was explained by the mesoclimate regime. After accounting for mesoclimate-specific 

variations, the factor study site explained around 10% variation. The residual variation occurring 

at a patterned-ground feature scale after accounting for mesoclimate and site-specific variations 

was generally less than 40% for these proxies. Lichen age showed the same amount of variation 

at the mesoclimate regime scale and the patterned-ground feature scale. Only a small amount of 

variation in the barren index and the grey value was explained by the factors mesoclimatic 

regime or study site so that most of their variation occured at the patterned-ground feature scale. 

 

3.1.3 The variation of cryogenic activity along mesoclimatic gradients 

Cryogenic activity according to the eight proxies applied is shown for each study site in Table 5. 

Apart from considerable variations within each study site, the proxies varied substantially along 

the mesoclimatic gradients. Differential frost heave increased from (-7)-6 cm at the continental 

valley sites to 6-16 cm at the maritime valley sites. Along the elevational gradient, differential 

frost heave peaked at 700 m with values of 0-15 cm and decreased towards higher elevations. 

The toothpick index showed similar trends with only a few tilted toothpicks at the continental 

valley sites, moderate disturbance with many tilted and a few expelled toothpicks at the 

continental mountains sites, peaking at 850 m, and extreme disturbance with many expelled 

toothpicks at the maritime valley sites (see also Table V, Appx. IV). Lichen age did not show any 

trends along the elevational gradient ranging from around 25 yrs at 400 m I and 1150 m to 

around 60 yrs at 400 m II and 850 m. Lichen age was lowest in Kopparåsen and Riksgränsen 

where lichens were completely absent in many circles. The species index that summarized the 

occurrence of a total of 29 vascular plant species by the second component of an NMDS 

ordination did not vary systematically along the elevational gradient but was generally higher at 

the maritime valley sites. High values of the species index were associated with the presence of  

E. brachyantherum and Rubus chamaemorus in the inner domain and D. lapponica,                  

L. procumbens and E. brachyanterum in the outer domain. Low values were associated with the 

presence of Equisetum pratense in the inner domain and Bartsia alpina, Carex sp., Tofieldia 

pusilla and Astragalus alpina in the outer domain. The relationship between present plant 

species and the sampled patterned-ground features is shown in an ordination plot in Fig. II, 

Appx. V. Accordingly, plant species were capable of discriminating between the study sites. The 

image index as the first component of the NMDS analysis of the aerial photo-based ground  

 
Table 4 Proportion of variation in cryogenic activity, as expressed by seven proxies, explained by the mesoclimatic 

regime and the study-site and residual variation occuring randomely at the patterned-ground feature scale. For the 

factors mesoclimatic regime and study site, significance levels are given (‘*’=0.05, ‘**’=0.01, ‘***’=0.001). 

 Proxy of cryogenic activity 

Spatial scale 

Differential 

frost heave 

Toothpick 

index 

Lichen 

age 

Species 

index 

Image 

index 

Barren 

index 

Grey 

value 

Mesoclimatic regime 0.51*** 0.73*** 0.47*** 0.59*** 0.58*** 0.25*** 0.02 

Study site 0.06 0.08* 0.09 0.1* 0.12* 0.16 0.19 

Individual patterned-ground feature 0.43 0.19 0.45 0.31 0.3 0.59 0.79 
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Table. 5 Cryogenic activity given as study site-specific mean (±sd) values of each of the proxies of cryogenic activity.  

Site 
Differential frost 
heave [cm] 

Toothpic
k index 

Red gravel 
index 

Lichen 
age [yrs] 

Species 
index Image index 

Barren 
index 

Grey 
value 

Riksgränsen 12.8±2.8* 1.3±0.6 NA 2±4 0.34±0.26 0.40±0.19 0.87±0.15 NA 

Katterjåkk 11.9±1.9* 0.8±0.2 1.05 41±48 0.24±0.10 0.25±0.10 0.71±0.13 NA 

Kopparåsen 10.1±2.6* 1.5±0.4 0.99 8±15 0.44±0.36 0.44±0.25 0.81±0.15 104±15 

400 m I 0.9±3.6** 0.2±0.1 0.32 26±16 -0.32±0.16 -0.58±0.43 0.40±0.31 106±20 

400 m II 2.3±2.9** 0.1±0.1 NA 52±30 -0.01±0.15 -0.62±0.29 0.57±0.32 97±14 

700 m 6.8±5.8** 0.7±0.4 0.75 35±21 -0.13±0.06 -0.12±0.49 0.54±0.30 88±11 

850 m 5.6±5.5** 0.8±0.3 0.81 61±26 -0.06±0.05 0.21±0.33 0.73±0.23 108±13 

1150 m  2.5±3.1** 0.4±0.2 0.57 24±9 -0.11±0.09 0.62±0.15 0.90±0.13 101±3 
*Measured by means of leveling, **measured by means of DGPS. 

 

coverage increased both along the elevational and precipitation gradient (Table 5). Low values 

were associated with a high abundance of vascular plants and noncrustose lichens and high 

values with a dominance of uncolonized upfrozen silt and cryptogamic crust. The relationship 

between ground-cover class and sampled patterned-ground features and the study site-specific 

mean coverage of each ground cover class is depicted in Fig. I, Appx. II. Accordingly, the 400 m 

sites and the 1150 m site could be well discriminated from the remaining sites. The barren index 

increased along both climate gradients with a doubling in the barren area when comparing the 

most extreme sites along these gradients (Table 5). In contrast, the grey value of the airphoto did 

not vary systematically along the climate gradients. 

 

The red gravel index which sums the area of gravel appearance and disappearance showed 

similar spatial patterns as the toothpick index and species index (Table 5). The areal proportion 

of red gravel that disappeared between August 2011 and April 2012 increased along the 

precipitation gradient and peaked at intermediate elevations (Fig. 6). At 400 m and 1150 m 

around 20% of the red gravel disappeared during winter, while this proportion was around 60% 

at 700 and 850 m and higher than 80% in Kopparåsen and Katterjåkk. From 700 m to 1150 m, 

the amount of red gravel that appeared between the two time periods increased fivefold (7-35%) 

but was constant along the precipitation gradient (16±1%).  

 

3.2 Effect of environmental conditions on cryogenic activity 

 

3.2.1 Overview on environmental conditions 

 

Field-scale variables 

The environmental conditions varied substantially across the sampled non-sorted patterned 

ground features. The study-site specific mean(±sd) values of field-scale variables are given in 

Table 6. Accordingly, the thickness and coverage of mosses did not vary considerably across 

study sites with around 1 cm and 34-94% in the inner domain and around 2 cm and 58-96% in 

the outer domain. The height and coverage of shrubs decreased both along the elevational and 

precipitation gradient from more than 5 cm and 20% to less than 1 cm and 1% in the inner 

domain and more than 12 cm and 80% to less than 10 cm and 80% in the outer domain. In the 

inner domain, an organic layer was only present at the 400 m sites with a thickness of around 

5 cm. In the outer domain, the thickness of the organic layer decreased with elevation from 
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Fig. 6 Classified aerial photos of red gravel, placed in August 2011 on the most active looking non-sorted patterned 

ground feature of each study site. The photos were taken in August 2011 and April 2012. The change in the ground 

cover class during this time period is shown in the lowest row. The upper left numbers within each square in the 

lowest panels quantify the relative area where red gravel appeared (change from absence in August 2011 to presence in 

April 2012). The upper right numbers within each square quantify the area where red gravel disappeared (change from 

presence in August 2011 to absence in April 2012). The numbers are given as a percentage of the area where red gravel 

was present in August 2011. Areas where snow was present in April 2012 were omitted from the analysis. 

 

7.9 cm to 0.8 cm but did not change along the precipitation gradient. Soil moisture was similar 

in the inner and outer domain and was lowest at the continental mountain sites (15-24%), 

intermediate at the continental valley sites (22-26%) and highest at the maritime valley sites (27-

33%). Snow depth was generally lower in the inner compared to the outer domain. Along the 

elevational gradient snow depth increased until 850 m and decreased above. In both the inner 

and outer domain, snow depth was highest at 400 m I (7.3 cm and 17.3 cm, respectively) and 

lowest at 850 m (0.3 cm and 8.5 cm, respectively). Compared to the continental sites, snow 

depth was at least twice as high in Kopparåsen, Katterjåkk and Riksgränsen (see also Fig. 4). 

  

Landscape-scale variables 

The study-site specific mean(±sd) values of landscape-scale variables are given in Table 7. 

Accordingly, the NDVI decreased both along the elevational gradient and precipitation gradient 

from around 0.4 at the 400 m sites to 0.10 at 1150 m and 0.18 in Riksgränsen. Total potential 

radiation was around 10% lower at 400 m, 700 m and in Katterjåkk compared to the remaining 

sites. The slope of the sites was about twice as high at 700 m and 1150 m compared to the other 

sites. The topographic wetness index and deflation index did not vary considerably across the 

study sites. Freezing degree days increased with elevation from -988 FDD at 400 m to -2083 

FDD at 1150 m and were 10% higher at the maritime valley sites compared to the continental 

valley sites. Thawing degree days showed spatial trends being opposite to those of freezing  
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Table 6 Environmental conditions according to field variables given as a mean±sd for each study site for the inner and outer domain.  

Site 

Moss / cryptogamic crust Shrubs Organic layer 
thickness [mm] 

Volumetric soil 
moisture [%] 

Snow depth [cm] 
Thickness [mm] Coverage [%] Height [mm] Coverage [%] 

Inner Outer Inner Outer Inner Outer Inner Outer Inner  Outer Inner Outer Inner Outer 

Riksgränsen 5±0 17±10 50±43 60±49 0±0 97±6 0±0 92±14 0 67±27 30±3 28±8 31±8 40±6 

Katterjåkk 5±0 36±13 94±13 94±13 8±6 96±28 1±1 88±14 0 52±27 29±3 33±6 23±20 35±20 

Kopparåsen 4±3 16±7 47±46 82±28 5±8 72±66 1±2 75±20 0 34±15 29±7 27±6 30±17 38±17 

400 m I 17±16 34±20 63±29 80±26 52±88 120±92 30±38 80±23 85±102 79±83 24±10 26±9 7±9 17±13 

400 m II 12±9 22±7 71±29 58±20 77±158 120±75 22±39 96±10 35±70 62±11 22±10 26±5 6±9 17±10 

700 m 8±3 33±13 50±38 83±13 18±17 163±54 3±3 100±0 0 64±28 19±3 23±5 2±4 16±6 

850 m 4±2 17±4 34±37 71±25 3±6 51±14 0±0 96±10 0 36±12 16±4 15±1 0±0 8±2 

1150 m 8±3 28±9 63±36 96±10 3±6 14±8 0±1 38±14 0 8±6 22±2 24±7 6±6 11±15 
 

 

Table 7 Environmental conditions according to landscape variables given as a mean±sd for each study site for the inner and outer domain.  

Abbreviations: TWI=Topographic wetness index, NDVI=Normalized difference vegetation index, FDD=Freezing degree days, TDD=Thawing degree days,  

FTC=Freeze-thaw cycles. 

Site TWI 
Deflation 
index 

Potential solar 
radiation [kWH m-2] Slope [°] NDVI 

FDD 
[°C] 

TDD 
[°C] FTC 

Summer 
precipitation [mm] 

Autumn 
precipitation [mm] 

Riksgränsen 5.7±0.5 2.1±0.0 250±3 2.9±0.3 0.18±0.05 -1074 374 19 193 342 

Katterjåkk 6.3±0.9 1.4±0.6 235±14 4.8±2.6 0.28±0.03 -1072 366 23 193 342 

Kopparåsen 5.4±0.7 2.0±0.3 255±8 5.3±2.2 0.33±0.06 -1077 388 19 193 342 

400 m I 6.1±0.8 1.8±0.5 231±6 4.1±2.0 0.41±0.02 -987 437 25 144 106 

400 m II 5.9±1.1 1.6±0.8 223±5 7.3±3.1 0.34±0.02 -988 444 27 144 106 

700 m 5.5±1.9 1.3±0.9 217±27 11.5±4.9 0.34±0.02 -1071 291 21 325 239 

850 m 6.1±0.6 1.6±0.5 257±15 5.5±2.6 0.23±0.01 -1401 229 13 325 239 

1150 m 4.6±0.4 1.7±0.5 246±12 14.9±2.0 0.10±0.04 -2083 154 7 325 239 
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degree days. The number of freeze-thaw cycles decreased with elevation from 26 cycles at 400 m 

to 7 cycles at 1150 m and was 10% lower at maritime valley sites compared to continental valley 

sites. Summer precipitation was highest at the continental mountain sites (325 mm) and lowest 

at the continental valley sites (144 mm). Autumn precipitation was highest at the maritime valley 

sites (342 mm) and lowest at the continental valley sites (106 mm). 

 

Weather conditions during the study period  

The weather conditions from June 2011 to March 2012 in comparison to long-term normals of 

1991-2010 are shown for weather stations in Abisko and Katterjåkk in Fig. 7. In average, air 

temperatures were 1.8°C warmer than normal while precipitation was close to normal conditions 

but with large monthly fluctuations. The summer was slightly warmer and dryer than normal. 

The autumn was exceptional both in terms of temperatures and precipitation. November was 

5°C warmer than normal and showed a doubling and tripling of the normal amount of 

precipitation in Abisko and Katterjåkk, respectively. January and February were 1-2°C colder 

than the long-term average. At the same time, less than half of the normal amount of 

precipitation was recorded. In Kopparåsen, snow depth was therefore only one third compared 

to long-term averages. March, which was wetter and warmer than normal, could not compensate 

for this so that snow depth were below average until the end of the study period. In Abisko, 

however, snow depth was only slightly lower than normal throughout the winter. At both 

weather stations, freezing degree days were >35% lower than normal in October, November and 

March but >15% higher than normal in January and February. This was associated with a 

doubling or even tripling of the average number of freeze-thaw cycles in October, November and 

March, while there was no single freeze-thaw cycle in January and February.  

 

3.2.2 Environmental effects according to the proxy of cryogenic activity 

The variation in cryogenic activity partitioned according to the three groups of environmental 

predictor variables vegetation, soil/topography and climate are depicted by Venn diagrams in 

Fig. 8 while the relative importance of individual predictor variables is depicted in Fig. 9. The 

results are given separately for different proxies used as a response variables, spatial scales of the 

predictor variables and mesoclimatic regimes (for details on the model configurations, see 

Tables VI, VII, Appx. VI). The variation partitioning analyses and relative importance analyses 

revealed strong correlations between predictor variables. This is reflected by large joint 

contributions to cryogenic activity which were either additive (positive) or suppressive (negative) 

in their effect on cryogenic activity and by large uncertainties in the relative importance of 

predictor variables (Fig. 8,9). Despite these uncertainties related to multicollinearity, clear 

tendencies were found and described in the following.  

 

According to the variation partitioning analyses, the contribution of vegetation, soil/topography 

and climate variables to cryogenic activity was only partly affected by the choice of the proxy 

(Fig. 8a). Including both field- and landscape-scale variables and all study sites, the partial 

regression models resulted in a partitioned variation that was similar for models explaining 

differential frost heave, the toothpick index and the species index. According to these models, 

climate was the most important factor and vegetation the least important to explain cryogenic 

activity. However, according to the model explaining the barren index, vegetation appeared to be  

most important, while lichen age was best explained by soil/topography. 
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Fig. 7 Monthly weather conditions including a) mean air temperature (TT) and precipitation sum (PP), b) mean snow 

depth (SD) and number of freeze thaw cycles (FTC) and c) freezing degree days (FDD) and thawing degree days (TDD) 

in Abisko (ANS unpublished data) and Katterjåkk (SMHI unpublished data) between June 2011 and March 2012. The 

study period (2011-09-01 to 2012-03-31) is marked by dotted lines. Error bars show the deviation from the long-term 

normal (1991-2010), calculated from daily weather data (ANS unpublished data, SMHI 2011). Exceptions: 1991-2004 

was used as a reference period for snow depth in Abisko (Kohler et al. 2008) and 1961-1990 for precipitation in Abisko 

(SMHI 2012).  
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The choice of the indicator of cryogenic activity had an influence on which environmental  

variables were selected to be most suitable to explain cryogenic activity (Fig. 9a). Except of the 

grey value and the species index, all activity proxies were best explained by autumn precipitation 

and shrub coverage of the inner domain. Together the variables contributed to 43-64% of the 

variation in the respective cryogenic activity proxy. The remaining percentage of variation was 

explained by variables that differed partly between the regression models. For some variables 

that occurred in several models, the sign of the regression coefficient was positive in one model, 

but negative in another. For example, the thickness of the organic layer in the outer domain 

contributed positively to differential frost heave, but negatively to the image index.  

 

3.2.3 Environmental effects according to the spatial scale of predictors 

The variation partitioning analyses revealed that the contribution of the three groups of 

predictor variables to differential frost heave was dependent on the spatial scale of the data-

source (Fig. 8b). When only field variables were considered, the most important predictor group 

was the joint effect of soil and vegetation, explaining 32% of the variation in differential frost 

heave. When only landscape variables were included, climate appeared to be most important, 

accounting for 50% of the variation. When all variables were included, the individual 

contribution among the three groups of predictor decreased dramatically, while the joint effect of 

all groups (24%) were most predictive in explaining differential frost heave (Fig. 8a, Differential 

frost heave model). The predictive ability of environmental factors did not differ between field 

variables and landscape variables (R²=0.57) (Fig. 8b). However, the model that contained both 

types of data source had a higher explanation ability (R²=0.64) than the models that were fit 

with only one of the two data-sources (Fig. 8a, Differential frost heave model).  

 
The relative importance of individual predictor variables varied with the spatial scale of the data 

source (Fig. 9b). Among field variables, the highest independent contribution to differential frost 

heave was accounted for by shrub coverage in the inner domain (bootstrapped confidence 

interval c=9-39%) and snow depth in the inner domain (c=2-29%). Specifically, differential frost 

heave decreased significantly with shrub coverage but increased with snow depth in the inner 

domain. Among landscape variables, autumn precipitation showed the highest contribution to 

differential frost heave (c=33-66%) with a significant positive effect (p<0.05). According to the 

differential frost heave model that included all variables, autumn precipitation explained an 

amount of variation being similar to the contribution of shrub coverage (inner), organic layer 

thickness (outer), moss thickness (outer) and shrub height (inner) altogether (36% vs. 35%, 

respectively)(Fig. 9a, Differential frost heave model) 

 

3.2.4 Environmental effects according to the mesoclimatic regime 

The contribution of the three groups of predictor variables vegetation, soil/topography and 

climate to differential frost heave varied across mesoclimatic regimes (Fig. 8c). At the maritime 

valley sites, soil/topography-related variables and their interaction with vegetation accounted for 

80% of the variation in differential frost heave. At the continental valley sites, vegetation was the 

most important contributor, explaining 35% of the variation. At the continental mountain sites, 

soil/topography contributed most to differential frost heave (34%).  
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Fig. 8 Independent and joint contributions [%] of the predictor variable groups vegetation (V), soil/topography (S) 

and climate (C) to cryogenic activity, as determined by variation partitioning, according to a) the proxies of cryogenic 

activity, b) the spatial scale of the predictor variables and c) the mesoclimatic regime. For b) and c), differential frost 

heave was used as the response variable. V, S and C represent the independent contributions of the predictor variable 

groups, V∩S, V∩C, S∩C and V∩S∩C the joint contributions and U the undetermined variation. For details on the 

modelling procedure, see section 2.4.4. 
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Fig. 9 Relative independent (colored bars, colors according to Fig. 8) and conjoint contributions (white bars) of 

predictor variables given as the percentage of the variation in cryogenic activity according to a) the proxy of cryogenic 

activity, b) the spatial scale of predictor variables and c) the mesoclimatic regime (for abbreviations, see Table 3). For 

b) and c), differential frost heave was used as the response variable. The error bars show the 95% confidence interval 

as determined by bootstrapping. The sign and significance of the regression coefficients are given below each bar 

(significance level: ‘***’=0.001, ‘**’=0.01,’*’=0.05,’.’=0.1). Significant differences between bars (p=0.05), according to 

pairwise comparisons, are noted with different letters. For details on the modelling procedure, see section 2.4.4.   
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Among the mesoclimate-specific regression models, only one variable (moss thickness, outer 

domain) appeared to be significant in more than one model (p<0.05, Fig. 9c). The remaining 

predictors were mutually exclusive across the mesoclimatic regimes. At the maritime valley sites, 

moss thickness in the outer domain (c=5-70%) and soil moisture in the outer domain (c=4-61%) 

had the highest predictive ability. While the effect of moss thickness on differential frost heave 

was positive, the effect of soil moisture was negative. At the continental valley sites, moss 

thickness in the outer domain (c=5-52%) and shrub coverage in the inner domain (c=8-45%) 

were the most important variables. Both affected differential frost heave negatively. At the 

continental mountain sites, organic-layer thickness in the outer domain (c=7-65%) and slope 

(c=4-30%) were most predictive. Both variables had a positive effect on differential frost heave. 

  

 

4 Discussion 
 

4.1 The methodological dimension of cryogenic activity 

 

4.1.1 The ambiguity of cryogenic activity 

 

Interpretation of the agreement of proxies 

This study provides the first systematic comparison of different direct and indirect proxies of the 

cryogenic activity of patterned-ground. The comparison of the proxies revealed significant 

correlations between all proxies except the grey value of the airphoto. Most correlations were 

higher than 0.4 but did not exceed 0.8. This indicates that the proxies detect the same general 

trends but characterize different aspects of soil disturbance.  

 

One of the highest correlations was found between differential frost heave and the toothpick 

index. These proxies showed spatial trends along the climate gradients similar to those indicated 

by the red gravel index. This suggests that differential vertical uplifting of the soil surface is 

associated with radial soil movement. Similar conclusions were drawn from other experimental 

and observational studies (Washburn 1989, Hallet 1998, Matsuoka et al. 2003, Kade and Walker 

2008). It is important to note that within each mesoclimatic regime, differential frost heave and 

toothpick index were not strongly correlated with each other. This may be explained by the 

importance of feature size on the curvature of a differentially heaved ground surface. For the 

small circles at the maritime valley sites differential frost heave exceeded 6 cm and was 

comprehensively high enough to form dome-shaped surfaces causing widespread tilting and 

ejections of toothpicks on all patterned ground features (Fig. 3c, 4). At the continental valley site, 

differential frost heave was generally not high enough to cause any considerable surface soil 

movement. At the continental mountain sites, the large feature sizes may explain that even 

differential heave amounts of 10 cm did not cause a significant surface doming so that toothpicks 

were not significantly more tilted on intensively heaved ground than on stable ground (Fig. 4). 

This argumentation is in accordance with Kling (1997) and Washburn (1989) who found that 

surface soil movement in patterned ground features is induced by the doming of the soil surface. 
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Most of the activity proxies agreed at an acceptable level with each other throughout all study 

sites. Therefore, individual advantages and disadvantages become increasingly important when 

deciding which method to prefer in future studies. In the following, each method is discussed on 

which aspect of disturbance they measure. With respect to the nested design of the present 

study, the discussion also focuses on how applicable the methods are to measure cryogenic 

activity of patterned-ground scattered over a large area such as in the present study.  

 

Proxies of cryogenic activity: Object of measurement and meso-scale applicability 

Differential GPS has been found to detect differential frost heave with a high accuracy and 

precision and to be applicable over large areas (Little et al. 2003). Advantages include that a 

large number of three-dimensional measurements of soil motion are readily available within a 

short time. However, experience from the present study revealed that the DGPS is limited to a 

radius of 15 km around the reference station and to relatively open sites to achieve optimal DGPS 

signals (see section 2.2.1). Furthermore, some study sites lacked stable reference points that are 

necessary for validating the DGPS measurements. The advantage of DPGS over leveling is that 

absolute heave of the soil can be measured in addition to differential frost heave. However, 

absolute frost heave did not correlate significantly with any of the other activity proxies used in 

the present study (|r|<0.34, p>0.05, not shown). Therefore, levelling is an inexpensive 

alternative to DGPS, especially in areas to far away from any DGPS reference station. 

 

Toothpicks are easy to handle indicators of the instability of the soil surface. Similar to other 

surface markers such as dowels and tags, they respond to needle-ice formation, soil upwelling 

and upfreezing stones (Chambers 1967, Gartner et al. 1986, Washburn 1989, Kade and Walker 

2008). In the present study, toothpick measurements proofed to be carried out quickly and to be 

applicable at a large scale, only limited by trampling damages caused by animals. 

 

Despite the low number of observations, the present study highlighted the potential of the red 

gravel method to measure vertical and radial soil surface movements (Fig. 6). Apart from 

Chambers (1967) who repeatedly took photographs of white clasts placed on the soil surface, this 

method has not been previously utilized to measure patterned-ground activity. However, the 

high amount of gravel to be transported to the study sites and soil pollution caused by the red 

gravel limits the  applicability of the method to a few patterned-ground features. 

 

Lichenometry has been applied to patterned ground as an indicator of the history of periglacial 

activity which, correlated with climate records, allows direct insights into the climate sensitivity 

of cryoturbation (Cook-Talbot 1991, Kling 1996, Vopata et al. 2006). However, the method is 

limited to areas for which a lichenometric calibration model is available and to sites with 

sufficiently large surface clasts. This excludes the method from dating vegetated earth 

hummocks, as sampled in Abisko, or depressed non-sorted circles as sampled in Kopparåsen, 

Katterjåkk and Riksgränsen where periodical water inundation may prevent lichen 

establishment (Mooers and Glaser 1989). The growth of the lichen species used in this study is 

sensitive to climate and micro-environment (Bradwell and Armstrong 2007) which limits the 

applicability of lichenometry for dating patterned ground across mesoclimatic gradients. Where 

surface activity is limited to the cryogenic center, large lichens growing on the stabilized border 

suggest high surface ages despite recent cryogenic activity. This was observed specifically at the 
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700 m and 850 m sites and may have caused the unsystematic variation of lichen age along the 

elevational gradient. Inconsistent trends in lichen age were also found in a similar study in 

Norway along a gradient from 1000 m to 2000 m elevation (Cook-Talbot 1991). 

 

This study demonstrated that the composition of vascular plant species summarized by 

ordination techniques can be effectively utilized as an indicator of soil disturbance. This is in 

accordance with earlier findings from the Abisko area showing that plant growth forms can be 

used as qualitative indicators of periglacial processes (Kozłowska and Rączkowska 2002) and 

frost heave in non-sorted patterned ground (Jonasson 1986). Results of the present study 

showed that moisture-tolerant species such as E. brachyantherum and R. chamaemorus, and 

hemiprostrate dwarf shrubs such as D. lapponica and L. procumbens indicate high cryogenic 

activity, while prostrate dwarf shrubs such as E. nigrum ssp. hermaphroditum and V. 

uliginosum indicate moderate activities and forbs such as B. alpina, T. pusilla and A. alpina low 

activities. Moisture-tolerant plants indicate wet sites which have a high potential for ice 

segregation and thus differential frost heave (Van Vliet-Lanoe 1991, Daanen et al. 2008). Some 

species such as Eriophorum vaginatum are favored by freshly upfrozen mineral soil and 

therefore occur preferably along the margins of barren non-sorted circles (Hopkins and Sigafoos 

1951, Gartner et al. 1986, Kade and Walker 2008). Fibrous-rooted hemiprostrate dwarf shrubs 

can withstand a certain amount of soil disruption and are favored by reduced competition and 

reduced acidity on cryogenically active sites (Jonasson 1986, Sutton et al. 2006). Woody-rooted 

dwarf shrubs dominate on less active soils where they benefit from higher acidity and lower risks 

of their long-lived roots to be damaged by frost action (Jonasson 1986). Some forbs may sustain 

frost action (Jonasson 1986), but were also found to not colonize patterned ground before soil 

has not been stabilized (Haugland and Beatty 2005). The determination of plant species as 

proxies of cryogenic activity is not limited by spatial constraints but is time consuming and 

requires expert knowledge. Furthermore, covariables such as bedrock type and altitude hamper 

the significance of plant species as soil disturbance indicators and their applicability over large 

geographic areas in mountainous terrain (Kozłowska and Rączkowska 2002). 

 

Despite their wide application in ground coverage detection (e.g. Cox and Booth 2009) the 

present study is the first to utilize classified aerial photos as proxies of patterned-ground activity. 

The suggested image index integrates the coverage of freshly upfrozen silt, stones, cryptogamic 

crust, noncrustose lichens and vascular plants, which are all individually associated with 

different stages of surface soil development and plant succession and thus with the level of 

cryogenic activity (Haugland and Beatty 2005, Haugland and Haugland 2008). Summarizing the 

detected coverage classes using ordination methods allowed to extract an image index which was 

correlated higher to other activity proxies as if the ground cover classes would have been used 

individually (not shown). The method is applicable across large geographic areas but limited by 

variable light conditions causing shadows in the pictures. As valid for all indirect activity proxies, 

results are obtained directly so that study sites do not need to be revisited. However, the image 

classification procedure is time consuming. 

 

The barren index had a limited relevance for patterned-ground activity, probably due to its 

strong correlation with elevation. The continuous decrease in vegetation cover with elevation 

found at Mt. Suorooaivi reflects the linear increase in thermal severity. As a consequence, 
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cryogenic activity would be assumed to increase with elevation which contrasts with other 

methods indicating a peak at intermediate elevations. The image index was associated with the 

same problem. However, the detection of uncolonized silt allowed the image index to separate 

the 700 m site from the 400 m sites, which was not possible with the barren index. 

 

The grey value of the airphotos which would be a valuable tool in the large-scale investigations of 

remote study areas (Hjort et al. 2010) appeared to be meaningless for cryogenic activity. A 

normalization of the grey value of the inner domain to the grey value of the outer domain did not 

improve the correlation with other activity proxies. A previous study has utilized panchromatic 

airphotos to infer morphology and vegetation coverage of patterned ground in the Abisko area, 

but not to infer their cryogenic activity (Kling 1996). A large problem associated with the 

airphotos used in the present study was their limited spatial resolution of 1 m being in the same 

magnitude as the ground features to detect. In order to locate the patterned-ground feature in 

the airphoto, highly accurate DGPS measurements were necessary but not possible to obtain at 

all study sites. Furthermore, the grey value was correlated with certain ground cover classes that 

showed, however, an opposite relation to cryogenic activity. For example, high grey values 

appeared from an abundance of white lichens which indicate stable ground conditions, 

particularly at 400 m. However, high grey values were also a result of a high coverage of barren 

ground which is indicative for active cryoturbation, particularly at the 850 m site. Another 

problem arised from an unintended increase in grey values by bright outcropping bedrock 

situated close to circles in Kopparåsen (Fig. 2).  

 

4.1.2 Do different proxies lead to different environmental effects? 

The variation partitioning and relative importance analyses revealed that the relative 

contribution of vegetation, soil/topography and climate variables to cryogenic activity and the 

two most important predictor variables were similar for differential frost heave, the toothpick 

index, the species index and the image index (Fig. 8a,9a). Thus, the choice of these proxies of 

cryogenic activity has only minor significance for extracted environmental effects. When using 

lichen age, the barren index or the grey value as a response variable, the partitioned variation 

and the selected predictor variables differed substantially from those identified by the other four 

methods.  As a consequence, environmental effects differed from each other. This was also 

suggested by the correlation analysis. For example, lichen age was positively correlated with the 

toothpick index at sites at Mt. Suorooaivi but negatively at sites in Abisko (Fig. 5). Two 

independent studies of which one was based on lichenometry and the other on the toothpick 

method to measure cryogenic activity, would lead to opposite conclusions on the spatial 

distribution of cryogenic activity along the elevational gradient. Therefore, studies utilizing 

lichenometry, barrenness and remote sensing should be regarded with caution with respect to 

inferences on cryogenic activity of patterned ground. 

 

4.2 The spatial dimension of cryogenic activity 

 

4.2.1 The variation of cryogenic activity across spatial scales 

Cryogenic activity varied to the same extent within each study site and between mesoclimatic 

regimes while the variation between study sites of the same mesoclimatic regime was negligible 

(Table 4). The variation in patterned-ground activity across spatial scales has not been studied 
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specifically before. However, considerable small- and large-scale variations in differential frost 

heave in non-sorted circles were found in Alaska (Walker et al. 2004). Other studies found large 

variations in cryogenic activity of patterned-ground features in close distance to each other 

(Hallet and Prestrud 1986, Mooers and Glaser 1989, Van Vliet-Lanoë 1991) and also over large 

distances across the Arctic (Walker et al. 2008). These spatial variations can be interpreted as 

sequences of genetic stages of features developed at different time points (Hopkins and Sigafoos 

1951, Hallet and Prestrud 1986) or sequences of successional stages of features influenced by 

different rates of plant colonization (Haugland and Beatty 2005, Walker et al. 2011).  

 

4.2.2 Does the spatial scale of predictors matter for environmental effects? 

 

The scale-dependent importance of environmental influential factors 

The variation partitioning analysis revealed that soil and vegetation conditions were the most 

important drivers of cryogenic activity at the local scale while climate governed the meso-scale 

variability (Fig. 8b). Consequently, the importance of environmental factors for patterned-

ground activity depended on the choice of field- or landscape scale predictor variables and thus 

varied across spatial scales. This corresponds to previous findings on the importance of spatial 

scale for influential factors of patterned ground activity (Luoto and Hjort 2006). 

 

Among landscape-scale variables, autumn precipitation and freezing degree days were identified 

to significantly explain cryogenic activity in the study area (Fig. 9b). Among field-scale-variables, 

shrub coverage, organic layer thickness and snow depth were significant drivers of cryogenic 

activity. These results can be better understood in the context of theoretical concepts on spatial 

hierarchies in geomorphology. The spatial variability of a geomorphological system is controlled 

by combinations of soil forming factors with different spatial ranges (Jenny 1941). These factors 

interact at different spatial scales which results in a typical pattern and behavior of an ecological 

or a geomorphological system (De Boer 1992, Levin 1992). On a large scale, the system is driven 

by factors that vary with a high magnitude but a low frequency. On a small scale, the variability is 

driven by factors that vary with a low magnitude but a high frequency (De Boer 1992). Across the 

Abisko area, precipitation and air temperature vary with a high magnitude but a low frequency, 

due to the orographic sheltering of the Scandinavian mountain range (Klaminder et al. 2009) 

and the adiabatic lapse rate (Yang et al. 2011, Graae et al. 2012), respectively. Therefore, they 

accounted for the large scale variation in cryogenic activity  as indicated by the regression 

analyses. This agrees with Harris (1981) who found that climate determines the limits for the 

occurrence and morphological form of patterned ground at the large scale. However, air 

temperature does not necessarily affect patterned-ground activity directly but rather indirectly 

via secondary effects on vegetation and soil (Walker et al. 2004, Daanen et al. 2008). 

Theoretically, macroclimatic conditions are suitable for patterned-ground formation in large 

parts of Sweden, but biological and edaphic factors limit patterned-ground occurrence to 

bioclimatic niches (Lundqvist 1962). In the Abisko area, local variations in ground temperature 

have been attributed to small-scale differences in vegetation communities, soil conditions and 

snow depth (Josefsson 1990, Kneisel 2010, Graae et al. 2012). Therefore, shrub height, organic 

layer thickness and snow depth account for the small-scale variation in cryogenic activity as 

suggested by the relative importance analyses (Fig. 9b). These results are in accordance with 
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previous findings which highlight the importance of snow depth and vegetation patterns but also 

hydrology for the local variation in cryogenic activity of patterned ground (Raynolds et al. 2008).  

 

The predictive ability and causality of field-scale and landscape-scale variables 

The fact that the meso-scale and small-scale variation in cryogenic activity had the same 

magnitude was reflected by the relative importance of field- and landscape-scale variables in the 

regression models. The predictive ability of models that only included field-scale variables was 

similar to those that only included landscape-scale variables (Fig. 9b). Furthermore, the model 

considering all variables explained 12-16% more variation than the two data source-specific 

models (Fig. 9a). This is in accord with Hjort et al. (2010) who found that ground-data from field 

surveys and data from a digital elevation model contributed equally to explain the variation in 

the presence and absence of high-arctic active sorted circles.  

 

The spatial resolution of the landscape-scale data used in the present study was larger (≥30 m) 

than the size of the patterned-ground features (<3 m). Local heterogeneity is therefore averaged 

by landscape-scale data. This is confirmed by the low correlations found between field-scale 

variables and respective landscape-scale variables such as between snow depth and the snow 

deflation index (|r|<0.26), soil moisture and topographic wetness index (|r|<0.07), and shrub 

coverage or shrub height and the NDVI (|r|<0.46)(not shown). Despite the fact that local 

variation is ignored, the predictive ability of landscape-scale data was surprisingly high in the 

present study. This confirms previous findings attributing remote sensing data and digital 

elevation models a high potential in determining patterned-ground activity (Luoto and Hjort 

2006, Hjort et al. 2010, Treml et al. 2010, Feuillet et al. 2012).  

 

Despite their equal predictive ability, landscape- and field-scale variables differed in their causal 

significance for cryoturbation. While models fitted with landscape-scale variables are suitable for 

identifying statistical relationships within a specific study area, models fitted with field-variables 

are of more causal and general nature (Luoto and Hjort 2006, Hjort et al. 2010). This should be 

kept in mind when interpreting environmental effects derived from data of different spatial 

scales. 

 

4.3 The climatic dimension of cryogenic activity 

 

4.3.1 The variation of cryogenic activity across mesoclimatic regimes 

 

Comparison with previous findings 

Despite the high local variability of cryogenic activity, regional trends along the climate gradients 

in the Abisko area have been identified (Table 5). Previous studies on cryoturbation in patterned 

ground in the Abisko area were carried out locally on single features and thus not to an extent 

comparable to the present study (Jonasson 1986, Kling 1997). The mesoscale precipitation 

gradient in Abisko was associated with a shift from cryogenically inactive vegetated non-sorted 

circles and earth hummocks to highly active depressed barren non-sorted circles. This 

corresponds to patterns found along small-scale wetness gradients in the low shrub tundra in 

Alaska (Walker et al. 2004). Regarding the variation of cryogenic activity and patterned-ground 

morphology across thermal regimes, there were striking similarities between the elevational 
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gradient in Abisko and a latitudinal transect across Alaska. Similar to the elevational gradient in 

Abisko, where differential frost heave peaked at intermediate elevations, differential frost heave 

was maximal at intermediate sites along a latitudinal transect across Alaska (Walker et al. 2004). 

This was accompanied by a shift in the morphology of patterned ground features, similar to the 

elevational gradient in Abisko, from earth hummocks and vegetated non-sorted circles to barren 

non-sorted circles and non-sorted polygons towards higher latitudes (Walker et al. 2011). These 

similarities suggest that altitudinal trends in cryogenic activity and morphology of non-sorted 

patterned ground in Abisko may reflect a shift in thermal conditions being similar to latitudinal 

trends across the Arctic. Thus, both in the Abisko area and in Alaska, patterned-ground 

morphology and cryogenic activity changes dramatically along temperature and wetness 

gradients. This is summarized by Fig. 4 showing ortophotos of the patterned-ground features 

sampled in the Abisko area, sorted by temperature and precipitation. 

 

Drivers of the variation in cryogenic activity across mesoclimatic regimes 

Previous studies carried out in the Abisko area identified environmental factors that influence 

periglacial process activity (Niessen et al. 1992, Rubensdotter 2002, Ridefeld et al. 2010). This 

study adds to previous findings as it provides insights into influential factors on periglacial 

patterned-ground activity. The primary driver of the variation of cryogenic activity across the 

Abisko area was autumn precipitation (Fig. 9a). Precipitation has been shown to play an 

important role in translocation processes in tundra soils in the study area (Klaminder et al. 

2009). The importance of precipitation for patterned-ground development in the Abisko area 

has been previously hypothesized (Kling 1996). Studies carried out in maritime subpolar regions 

stressed the importance of precipitation, being exceptionally high compared to higher latitudes, 

for the intense cryogenic activity of patterned ground at these locations (Chambers 1967, Mooers 

and Glaser 1989). A laboratory experiment has confirmed the importance of precipitation for 

differential frost heave in patterned ground (Matsuoka et al. 2003). 

 

Potential reasons for high precipitation sites to be cryogenically more active than low 

precipitation sites are manifold. The snow depth measurements have shown that the maritime 

sites received at least twice as much snow as the continental sites (Fig. 4, Table 6). Snow acts as 

an insulator and thus delays the progression of the freezing front (Zhang 2005). Therefore, the 

deeper the snow layer, the longer are subsurface temperatures held above freezing. As a 

consequence, more liquid water is available for a longer time to form ice lenses via cryosuction 

which in turn favors differential frost heave at the snow rich maritime sites (Smith 1987, 

Matsuoka et al. 2003, Matsuoka 2005, Nicolsky et al. 2008). The high cryogenic activity at 

maritime sites may also be associated with the formation of up to 10 cm long needle ice observed 

in many patterned ground features during field work in April 2012. Needle ice causes surface 

disruption and mechanical stress to roots (Gartner et al. 1986, Grab 2002, Matsuoka et al. 2003, 

Kade and Walker 2008). This limits plant colonization and thus maintains the active state of the 

circles despite the high potential propagule pressure of vegetation in the outer domain (Gartner 

et al. 1986). High precipitation and impermeable igneous bedrock in Kopparåsen, Katterjåkk and 

Riksgränsen, may cause the shallow silty soils to be water saturated throughout the year (Mooers 

and Glaser 1989). Intense rainfall or cryostatic pressure resulting from horizontally different 

freezing rates may than cause the soil to liquefy and to be injected through the surface (Shilts 

1978, Van Vliet-Lanoë 1991). Thus, the exceptionally high cryogenic activity under maritime 
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mesoclimate could be a result of intensive soil surface disruption and subsurface motion due to 

direct and indirect precipitation effects, not only during the freeze-thaw period but also when the 

soil is unfrozen and readily liquefied.  

 

Further significant drivers of differential frost heave in the Abisko area were shrub coverage in 

the inner domain which mitigated differential frost heave and the thickness of the organic layer 

in the outer domain which promoted differential frost heave (Fig. 9a). As a result, differential 

frost heave increased with the contrast in vegetation between the inner and the outer domain. 

This confirms findings from non-sorted circles across North-American arctic subzones (Walker 

et al. 2011). A differential vegetation cover causes the freezing front to penetrate faster into the 

inner domain compared to the outer circle domain. The resulting differential cryostatic pressure 

draws moisture into the circle center where ice segregation and thus soil heave is more intense 

than the surrounding soil (Nicolsky et al. 2008, Peterson and Krantz 2008). During this process, 

the organic layer in the outer domain with its high water retention capacity provides soil 

moisture to feed ice lenses at the inner domain (Van Vliet-Lanoë 1991).  

 

The difference in cryogenic activity between the maritime valley site and the continental sites 

becomes clearer when considering the differences in circle diameter and associated  curvature 

under differential frost heave. In a heaved state, the small circles in Kopparåsen, Katterjåkk and 

Riksgränsen were domed more than large circles at Mt. Suorooaivi and therefore showed higher 

surface soil disruptions. This is confirmed by the fact that the correlation between differential 

frost heave and the toothpick index and red gravel index, respectively, increased substantially 

(r=0.74 vs r=0.65 and r=0.94 vs. r=0.43, respectively), when differential frost heave was 

normalized to the diameter of the features resulting in a measure of the gravitational potential 

energy gradient between the cryogenic center and the feature rim (not shown). This agrees with 

Kling (1997) who found a strong relationship between radial soil movement and the local slope 

within domed sorted circles. 

 

In contrast to generally accepted knowledge (Washburn 1973, Van Vliet-Lanoë 1991, Matthews et 

al. 1998, Daanen et al. 2008, Nicolsky et al. 2008) soil moisture was not a positive constraint on 

differential frost heave of patterned ground across the study area (Fig. 9a). However, the study 

area covers a wide range of soil moisture with a doubling between the 850 m site and 

Riksgränsen. Both sites showed high cryogenic activities which suggests a u-shaped response 

function between soil moisture and differential frost heave in the Abisko area. The linear 

regression approach used in this study therefore ignored the effect of soil moisture on 

differential frost heave. 

  

4.3.2 Do environmental effects vary across mesoclimatic regimes? 

 

Comparison with previous findings 

The statistical analyses showed that the relative contributions of vegetation, soil/topography and 

climate as well as the importance of individual predictor variables for cryogenic activity varied 

across mesoclimatic regimes (Fig. 8c, 9c). A shift was found from vegetation as the dominating 

factor for cryogenic activity in the valley sites to soil/topography dominating at the mountain 

sites. This resembles trends along a North-American arctic transect where the importance of 
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vegetation for the cryogenic activity of non-sorted patterned ground decreased from the Low 

Arctic to the High Arctic while interactions between climate and soil became increasingly 

important (Walker et al. 2004, Raynolds et al. 2008). However, the results of the present study 

partly contrast with findings from subarctic Finland where the importance of topography for 

cryogenic activity was considerably higher above than below the treeline but the importance of 

vegetation was constant across elevational gradients (Hjort and Luoto 2009). The different 

elevational ranges covered by the two studies (400 to 1150 m vs. 110 m to 641 m) may explain 

these inconsistencies.  

 

Environmental effects at the maritime valley sites 

Variation partitioning revealed that differences in cryogenic activity within the maritime valley 

sites were driven by soil/topography and vegetation (Fig. 8c, 9c). The negative influence of soil 

moisture and topographic wetness on differential frost heave is surprising, because soil moisture 

abundance is fundamental for differential frost heave (Van Vliet-Lanoë 1991, Overduin and Kane 

2006, Daanen et al. 2008). However, soil moisture was measured in late summer. With respect 

to the unusually high autumn precipitation, local moisture patterns may have changed until soil 

freeze-up. The topographic position on the topographically complex bedrock hills may have been 

important for water redistribution. This may not have been captured by the coarse topographic 

wetness index.  

 

The fact that snow depth did not explain variations in cryogenic activity may be surprising with 

regard to large spatial variations in snow depth at the maritime valley sites and the positive 

contribution of snow depth to the intensity of the ice-segregation process in the inner domain, as 

explained earlier in this discussion. This implies that a certain amount of differential frost heave 

may not have occurred after but before the snow has arrived. The needle ice observed during 

winter field work in many circles, consisted of several tiers separated by mineral soil layers, 

which suggests that it has grown gradually by a sequence of freezing cycles (Grab 2002, Ping et 

al. 2008). Needle ice growth is limited to the autumn and spring when snow is absent (Smith 

1987). Snow did not establish before December 2011 and was still present in April 2012. In 

November, however, the exceptional amount of air freeze-thaw cycles and the high moisture 

supply by extreme precipitation events (Fig. 7) may have caused the gradual growth of needle 

ice. Thick moss layers in the outer domain may have efficiently insulated the surrounding 

ground from freeze-thaw cycles and steep temperature gradients between air and surface soil. 

However, with their ability to retain soil moisture, moss mats could have promoted the 

migration of water to adjacent bare soil patches directly exposed to freeze-thaw cycles to form 

needle ice (Chambers 1966, Kade and Walker 2008). This may explain the highly significant 

positive contribution of moss thickness in the outer domain to differential frost heave. 

 

Environmental effects at the continental valley sites 

Cryogenic activity in the continental valley sites was controlled by vegetation and decreased with 

shrub cover in the inner domain and moss thickness in the outer domain (Fig. 8c, 9c). This 

reflects the vegetation gradient from slightly vegetated non-sorted circles to shrub-covered earth 

hummocks surrounded by thick moss mats representing a succession sequence of increasing 

vegetation cover and decreasing cryogenic activity (Walker et al. 2011). With increasing shrub 

coverage in the inner domain, thermal differences between inner and outer domain decrease 
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(Kade et al. 2006) which mitigates differential freezing, cryosuction and thus differential frost 

heave (Nicolsky et al. 2008). Furthermore, vegetation physically stabilizes the soil and thus 

prevents surface disruptions (Jonasson 1986, Kade and Walker 2008). The negative effect of 

outer-domain moss thickness on differential frost heave may result from the increase in moss 

thickness towards stabilized earth hummocks rather than being of causal relevance. The earth 

hummocks may be inactive because of the absence of permafrost at the valley sites, being the 

precondition for soil movement in these features (Kokelj et al. 2007). 

 

Environmental effects at the continental mountain sites 

At Mt. Suorooaivi, differential frost heave increased significantly with organic-layer thickness in 

the outer domain, potential solar radiation and slope (Fig. 9c). The organic layer seems to be 

important for decoupling the ground-thermal regime from air temperatures (Kade et al. 2006). 

The increasing thermal harshness and decreasing organic layer thickness with increasing 

elevation may cause a gradient from relatively slow, differential freezing rates, high water 

migration and thus high differential frost heave at the 700 m site to rapid, horizontally uniform 

freezing rates, little water migration and thus horizontally uniform frost heave at the 1150 m site 

(Nicolsky et al. 2008). The positive effect of slope on differential frost heave cannot be explained 

and contrasts with findings on non-sorted circles in subarctic Finland (Luoto and Hjort 2006). 

The positive contribution of solar radiation to differential frost heave may be surprising with 

regard to the fact that potential solar radiation has a negative effect on the occurrence of other 

periglacial features in the Abisko area (Ridefeld et al. 2010). However, in spring, strong solar 

radiation is able to penetrate through a thin snow or ice layer and thaws the surface soil in the 

inner domain (Chambers 1966) which, under refreezing, stimulates frost heave (Shilts 1978, 

Wilkerson 1995, Matsuoka et al. 2003). This is particularly important in complex terrain with 

large local variations in incoming solar radiation. 

 

4.4 The fate of cryoturbation under future climate warming 

The findings on the contribution of climate to cryogenic activity have large implications for the 

sensitivity of patterned ground to climate warming. The results of this study are therefore 

suitable to discuss contrasting predictions on the change in cryogenic activity under climate 

warming that have been recently published (e.g. Walker et al. 2008, Hjort and Luoto 2009). To 

do so, the linear regression models derived in this study can be utilized to calculate the response 

of cryogenic activity to climate warming. A moderate climate scenario may include an increase in 

summer and autumn precipitation (+10%) which is a conservative estimate compared to 

variations recorded during the 20th century in Abisko (Callaghan et al. 2010) and corresponds to 

predictions for Scandinavia for the 21st century (Kattsov and Källén 2005). The scenario may 

further include an increase in mean annual temperature of 2°C which is be associated with shifts 

in tundra plant communities (Hinzman et al. 2005, Walker et al. 2006) and accelerated plant 

succession on patterned-ground features (Haugland and Beatty 2005, Sutton et al. 2006, 

Daanen et al. 2008, Kade and Walker 2008). The assumed temperature rise corresponds to the 

difference in mean annual temperature between the 400 m site and the 700 m or 850 m site. 

According to the difference in environmental conditions between these sites (see Table 6, 7), a 

conservative scenario may include the following changes in climate and vegetation:  

(i) decrease in freezing degree days (-10%) 

(ii) increase in moss thickness (+50%) and coverage (+400%) in the inner domain 
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(iii) increase in shrub height (+100%) and coverage (+400%) in the inner domain 

(iv) increase in organic layer thickness (+10%) in both the inner and outer domain 

(v) increase in NDVI (+10%) 

(vi) shrub mediated increase in snow depth (+50%) in the inner domain 

Snow depth and vegetation parameters in the outer domain as well as soil moisture and 

topographic parameters are assumed to be constant. Under these assumptions the future trend 

in cryogenic activity can be predicted by applying the multiple linear regression models used for 

the relative importance analyses to the data collected in this study and the data corrected for the 

hypothetical climate scenario. The model configurations are listed in Table VII, Appx. VI. The 

results of the climate predictions are given in Table 8 and compared with previous studies 

carried out across the Arctic. The trend in cryogenic activity under climate warming was not 

affected by the proxy used but differed between the model fitted with field variables and the 

model based on landscape variables. Cryogenic activity showed opposite trends across meso-

climatic regimes suggesting a decrease in cryoturbation below but an increase above the treeline. 

 

Can these findings explain contrasting predictions on cryogenic activity given in previous 

studies? Walker et al. (2008) predicted a decrease in cryogenic activity of non-sorted patterned 

ground in the Low and Middle Arctic based on small-scale data obtained from field-sampling 

and differential frost heave measurements at lowland sites across arctic subzones in North-

America. In contrast, Hjort and Luoto (2009) predicted an increase in cryogenic activity of 

alpine sorted and non-sorted circles in subarctic Finland based on meso-scale geodata (20-30 m 

resolution) and visual inspections of vegetation coverage, lichen cover on clasts and soil 

disturbance. The two studies explained their contrasting predictions with the same reason: an 

increase in tundra vegetation cover under climate warming. Hjort and Luoto (2009) additionally 

assumed that the circles will not be affected by future treeline-advance which may contribute to 

stabilize the soil. In the present study, differential frost heave and vegetation indicators such as 

the image index and the species index correlated well with each other and lead to the same 

response to climate warming (Table 8). Therefore, the contrasting climate predictions cannot be 

explained by the activity proxies differing between Walker et al. (2008) and Hjort and Luoto 

(2009). However, differences in the spatial resolution of predictor variables and the spatial 

extent of the studies conducted in different climatic subzones of the Arctic may have contributed 

to contrasting conclusions on the impact of climate warming on patterned-ground activity. 

 

Previous studies from all over the Arctic suggested a contrasting response of cryoturbation 

across climatic subzones (Table 8). Paleopedological and paleoecological studies utilizing dating 

techniques to reconstruct cryogenic activity under past climate change suggest a decrease in 

cryogenic activity during warming periods in alpine and subarctic areas (Cook-Talbot 1991, Van 

Vliet-Lanoë and Seppälä 2002, Vopata et al. 2006, Kaiser et al. 2007). In the High Arctic, 

cryoturbation may have responded positively to past climate warming (Hallet and Prestrud 

1986). Regarding these findings, the results from Alaska and Finland can be interpreted as 

follows: Walker et al. 2004 suggested a decrease in landscape heterogeneity in the Low and 

Middle Arctic but an increase in the High Arctic in response to climate warming. The same may 

be true for cryogenic activity (Walker et al. 2008). Treeline advance at lower alpine sites may 

stabilize patterned ground, while at higher elevated sites, unaffected by treeline advance, 

vegetation succession may stimulate cryoturbation (Hjort and Luoto 2009).  
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Table 8 The predicted response of cryogenic activity of patterned-ground systems to climate warming according to the proxy of cryogenic activity used, the spatial 

scale of the investigation and current climatic regime of the study area.  

Study area Ground feature 
Activity 
measure Proxy of cryogenic activity 

Spatial 
scale 

Current climatic 
regime 

Response of 
cryogenic activity 
to climate warming Source 

Abisko, Sweden 
Non-sorted 
patterned ground 

Differential 
frost heave DPGS / Levelling instrument Field Subarctic - This study 

Abisko, Sweden 
Non-sorted 
patterned ground 

Differential 
frost heave DPGS / Levelling instrument Landscape Subarctic + This study 

Abisko, Sweden 
Non-sorted 
patterned ground 

Differential 
frost heave DPGS / Levelling instrument 

Field + 
Landscape 

Subarctic, maritime 
valley - This study 

Abisko, Sweden 
Non-sorted 
patterned ground 

Differential 
frost heave DPGS / Levelling instrument 

Field + 
Landscape 

Subarctic, conti-
nental valley - This study 

Abisko, Sweden 
Non-sorted 
patterned ground 

Differential 
frost heave DPGS / Levelling instrument 

Field + 
Landscape 

Subarctic, conti-
nental mountain + This study 

Abisko, Sweden 
Non-sorted 
patterned ground 

Differential 
frost heave DPGS / Levelling instrument 

Field + 
Landscape Subarctic - This study 

Abisko, Sweden 
Non-sorted 
patterned ground 

Radial 
movement Toothpick index 

Field + 
Landscape Subarctic - This study 

Abisko, Sweden 
Non-sorted 
patterned ground 

Integrated 
movement 

Lichen age / Species index / 
Image index / Barren index / 
Grey value 

Field + 
Landscape Subarctic - This study 

Kevo, Finland 
Sorted and non-
sorted circles 

Integrated 
movement 

Visual inspection of 
vegetation/soil surface Landscape Subarctic / Alpine + 

Hjort and 
Luoto 2009 

Alaska, U.S. 
Non-sorted 
patterned ground 

Differential 
frost heave 

Mechanical soil heave 
instruments Field Low / Middle Arctic - 

Walker et al. 
2008 

Alaska, U.S. 
Non-sorted 
patterned ground 

Integrated 
movement 

Paleoecological field 
observations Field Low Arctic -/+ 

Hopkins and 
Sigafoos 1951 

Jotunheimen, 
Norway Sorted circles 

Integrated 
movement 

Lichenometry, lithological 
dating techniques Field Alpine - 

Cook-Talbot 
1991 

Culebra Range, 
Colorado, U.S. Sorted circles 

Integrated 
movement Lichenometry Field Alpine - 

Vopata et al. 
2006 

Kevo, Finland Earth hummocks 

Subsurface 
vertical 
movement 

Radiocarbon dating of soil 
organic matter Field Subarctic - 

Van Vliet-
Lanoë and 
Seppälä 2002 

Gydansky 
Peninsula, 
Russia 

Tundra close to 
non-sorted circles 

Subsurface 
vertical 
movement 

Radiocarbon dating of soil 
organic matter Field Middle Arctic - 

Kaiser et al. 
2007 

Spitsbergen, 
Norway Sorted circles 

Radial 
movement Pegs / matches Field High Arctic + 

Hallet and 
Prestrud 1986 
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The results of the present study and findings from previous studies listed in Table 8 suggest that 

no clear conclusion can be drawn on the response of cryoturbation in patterned ground to a 

warmer climate. Climate sensitivity may vary with the spatial scale of investigation, across 

mesoclimatic regimes, as indicated in the present study, and across arctic subzones as indicated 

by previous studies. It is, however, likely that cryoturbation may decrease in lower arctic and 

lower alpine zones but increase in higher arctic and higher alpine zones.  

 

4.5 Implications, limitations and prospects 

 

4.5.1 Importance of the results of this study 

 

Landscape scale significance for ecosystem processes 

Patterned ground systems contribute to landscape heterogeneity and geodiversity (Hjort and 

Luoto 2010). A change in cryoturbation is therefore likely to affect ecosystem properties such as 

carbon and nutrient cycling, energy and water fluxes, surface radiation balance, vegetation 

patterns and biodiversity (Walker et al. 2004, Walker et al. 2008). The results of the present 

study are therefore valuable for ongoing biogeochemical and ecological research on non-sorted 

circles in the Abisko area. For example, cryogenic activity could be correlated with vegetation 

succession rates, biodiversity and nutrient regimes (Kobayashi and Klaminder, in press) and 

carbon budgets of non-sorted patterned ground features (Marina Becher, pers. communication). 

The latter is of specific relevance since excellent correlations were found between differential 

frost heave and soil organic carbon stocks in non-sorted circles in Alaska (Michaelson et al. 

2008). Data on cryogenic activity could therefore be utilized to estimate the importance of 

patterned ground for carbon sequestration (Bockheim 2007, Kaiser et al. 2007).  

 

Sampling design and upscaling 

Knowledge on the variation of cryogenic activity across spatial scales and climate gradients is of 

importance for improving the efficiency of future sampling strategies. With regard to the large 

within-site variation but low variation between study sites within a mesoclimatic regime, future 

study designs are recommended to focus on sampling more features within a study site to the 

expense of the number of sites within a mesoclimatic regime. 

 

Since landscape-scale variables showed the same predictive ability as field-scale variables but are 

readily available from existing digital maps and data bases, they could be used to upscale 

cryogenic activity to the whole Abisko area. This procedure should take the unequally distributed 

prevalence of patterned ground features in the study area into account. Although cryogenic 

activity increased between Abisko and Riksgränsen the prevalence of patterned ground 

decreases (Melander 1977).  

 

Transferability of the results to other regions 

A fundamental question related to the implications of this study is to which extent the results are 

transferable to other regions. Results from the field investigations should be generally applicable 

to locations outside the study area, while the transfer of results based on landscape variables 

should be done with caution because these variables may lack causality (Luoto and Hjort 2006, 

Hjort et al. 2010). The large climatic gradients in the study area enables to transfer results of this 
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study to other subarctic mountain areas in the transition zone between maritime and continental 

climate where the mesoclimate is governed by strong oreographic effects.  

 

Except of the 1150 m site which is in the transition zone of permafrost occurrence, permafrost is 

absent in the studied soils or very unlikely to occur at the sites of the present study (Ridefeld et 

al. 2008, Kneisel 2010). Since permafrost dynamics are an important driver in patterned-ground 

formation (Kokelj et al. 2007, Peterson and Krantz 2008), a transfer of findings from this study 

to permafrost affected areas should be done with caution, especially with regard to potential 

changes in permafrost dynamics and drainage conditions under climate warming (Hinzman et 

al. 2005) which in turn may locally promote or hamper patterned-ground activity (Hopkins and 

Sigafoos 1951). However, similarities between the present study and permafrost affected 

patterned ground in Alaska with regard to the effect of environmental conditions on cryogenic 

activity indicate the potential large-scale relevance of the present study beyond permafrost-free 

areas (Walker et al. 2004, Walker et al. 2008).  

 

4.5.2 Limitations of the study and recommendations for future research 

 

Sampling design 

The sampling design included continental valley sites, continental mountain sites and maritime 

valley sites but excluded maritime mountain sites and was therefore not full-factorial. It would 

have been valuable to add high elevation sites in the maritime zone of the study area to test if the 

positive effect of precipitation on cryogenic activity is independent of elevation and therefore 

temperature. Furthermore, as it was done with the elevational gradient, a study site with 

intermediate precipitation would have been favourable to include in the study. In order to better 

understand the importance of treeline on cryogenic activity, a 500 m site just below the treeline 

along the elevational gradient at Mt. Suorooaivi would have been favourable instead of two sites 

at 400 m close to Abisko. The gradient design as a tool to study the long-term response of non-

sorted circles to environmental conditions (Fukami and Wardle 2005) could be complemented 

by short-term experiments with temperature, precipitation and vegetation manipulations to 

obtain a better mechanistic understanding of the response of cryogenic activity to environmental 

factors (see e.g. Kade and Walker 2008). 

 

Statistical analyses 

The multiple linear regression analyses allowed to extract the statistically independent effect of 

environmental variables on cryogenic activity. However, this does not necessarily indicate a 

causal relationship. For example, according to the model explaining differential frost heave, 

shrub height of the inner domain influenced differential frost heave  positively (Fig. 9a). This 

contradicts theoretical and mechanistic understandings (Kade and Walker 2008, Nicolsky et al. 

2008) and could be an undesirable side effect of the statistical modeling procedure. 

 

The multicollinearity among predictor variables should be considered when interpreting the 

regression model outputs. Among highly correlating variables, only one variable was extracted 

by the model selection procedure. This means, that other variables that are highly correlated to 

the selected predictor may be a meaningful predictor as well. Strong correlations (|r|>0.7) 

mainly occurred between variables that (i) explained the same phenomenon but refer to either 
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the inner or the outer domain of patterned-ground features (e.g. snow depth); (ii) were based on 

the same digital elevation model parameters (topographic wetness index and slope); or (iii) were 

based on the same weather dataset (freezing degree days and thawing degree days). 

 

The small number of observations included in the study limits the significance of the results of 

the statistical analysis. Specifically, the mesoclimate-specific regression models were overfitted 

with four predictor variables explaining only 14 to 18 observations. However, with regard to the 

extensive workload associated with the large number of variables obtained for each patterned-

ground feature, it was not possible to further increase the number of observations. 

 

Choice of predictor variables included 

The analysis on the effect of the spatial scale of data-source on the importance of environmental 

variables for cryogenic activity was limited by the fact that small- and meso-scale variables did 

not consistently describe the same parameters. To study the pure effect of spatial scale, a set of 

corresponding parameters acquired at different resolutions may have been favourable to use 

(Luoto and Hjort 2006). For example, freezing and precipitation indices from interpolated 

weather station data were chosen as landscape-scale climate variables, but instead of using the 

same parameters measured locally in the field, snow depth was used as a field-scale climate 

variable. This would be misleading if the effect of spatial scale was analyzed. However, some 

variables of different spatial scales corresponded with each other (shrub coverage - NDVI, soil 

moisture - topographic wetness index, snow depth - deflation index). Furthermore, the present 

study aimed to generally discuss if studies based on field data differ in their conclusions 

compared to studies based on existing digital geodata rather than specifically analyzing the effect 

of data resolution. 

 

Depending on the model considered, a total of 3-55% of the variation in cryogenic activity was 

not accounted for by the explanatory variables included in the analyses (Fig. 8,9). Prediction 

accuracies may have been improved by additional variables such as soil texture (Washburn 1973, 

Shilts 1978, Michaelson et al. 2008, Treml et al. 2010), bedrock type (Washburn 1973, 

Michaelson et al. 2008) or the glacial history (Shilts 1978, Feuillet 2011). This may be relevant in 

the study area where bedrock type and glaciofluvial deposits vary across the study sites 

(Lundqvist 1962, Melander 1977). Moreover, depth to bedrock, affecting the potential for 

cryostatic pressures to form, may explain differences in cryogenic activity across study sites 

(Shilts 1978, Mooers and Glaser 1989).  

 

Climate variables 

Air temperature was extrapolated from weather stations by means of numerous assumptions and 

simplifications which may not represent mesoscale and small-scale temperature variations (Yang 

et al. 2011). The freeze-thaw indices calculated generalize the highly complex effect of air 

temperature on soil temperatures (Chambers 1966, Kade et al. 2006). However, as landscape-

scale variables, the thermal indices were not thought to accurately predict soil temperature. 

Instead, the analysis aimed at identifying the independent predictive ability of air temperature 

indices and snow depth to explain variations in cryoturbation. Therefore, no effort was done to 

estimate ground temperatures as a combined effect of the two measures (Zhang 2005).  
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The usage of surface-soil temperature lapse rates to extrapolate air temperatures along the 

elevational gradient may have been accounted for erroneous estimations. While temperatures at 

700 m and 850 m seemed to be plausible, a mean annual temperature (1991-2010) at the 1150 m 

site of -6.8°C (not shown) appeared to be about 2-4°C lower than mean annual air and ground 

surface temperatures at other alpine sites in the study area (Kling 1997, Ridefeld et al. 2008, 

Kneisel 2010). However, despite these differences, the general trend in thermal conditions along 

the elevational gradient, being relevant for the statistical analyses, was not affected.  

 

Soil moisture and snow depth measurements may be limited in their significance for cryogenic 

activity. Soil moisture was only measured at the surface and in late summer, but may have been 

more relevant if it was measured deeper down in the soil and just before autumn freeze-up. 

Furthermore, a high stone content at the 700 and 850 m sites may have lead to an 

underestimation of soil moisture at these sites. Snow depth was measured in April 2012, but the 

timing of the establishment of a snow cover may have been more relevant for ground freezing 

rates, needle-ice formation and frost heave in the autumn (Smith 1987, Matsuoka 2005). 

Therefore, repeated or automated measurements of snow depth, soil moisture and soil 

temperature could help to better understand the response of cryogenic activity to the soil 

thermal and hydrological regime. 

 

Temporal restrictions of the activity proxies 

Due to time constraints, the sites were revisited in April 2012 and thus measurements missed the 

cryogenically active thaw period. During the thaw season, moisture is available from snow melt 

and the circles are exposed to air freeze-thaw cycles causing further soil disruptions (Chambers 

1967, Shilts 1978, Smith 1987, Wilkerson 1995). Logical reasoning suggests that cryogenic 

activity during thaw subsidence is linked to differential frost heave that occurred in the autumn. 

Therefore, I assume that cryogenic activity has been detected with a sufficient accuracy in the 

present study. It would be valuable, however, to study the effect of thaw settlement in spring in a 

future study. 

 

Temporal representativity of the results 

Soil movement has been measured for only one winter season. The representativity of these 

measurements may be questioned with respect to: (i) the exceptional weather conditions 

observed during the observation period; (ii) large interannual variation in the temperature, 

precipitation and snow regime observed in the Abisko area in the past (Kohler et al. 2008, 

Callaghan et al. 2010); and (iii) the high importance of climatic factors for cryogenic activity as 

the present study indicated. Interannual variations in freezing rates, snow conditions or soil 

moisture availability lead to variations in ice lens formation and thus cryogenic activity 

(Chambers 1966, Smith 1987, Matsuoka et al. 2003, Matsuoka 2005, Seppälä 2005, Overduin 

and Kane 2006). In the Abisko area, interannual differences in absolute frost heave of 25% have 

been measured in sorted circles during two years of measurement (Kling 1997). 

 

If interannual variations in cryogenic activity affected all patterned ground features in the same 

way, spatial patterns in cryogenic activity and thus the significance of the results of this study 

would not be affected. Despite the exceptional weather conditions, direct proxies of cryogenic 

activity which detected soil movements of the last winter and indirect proxies which detected the 
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long-term consequences of cryogenic activity correlated to the same extent with each other as 

direct and indirect proxies among each other. This indicates that spatial patterns in recent 

cryogenic activity were similar to spatial patterns in cryogenic activity averaged over several 

years or decades. Therefore, the results of this study may be representative with respect to 

interannual variations in weather conditions. To test this hypothesis, it is recommended to 

revisit the study sites in the following years and repeat soil movement measurements. Long-term 

measurements over several seasons with different freeze-thaw conditions and precipitation 

patterns could provide deeper insights into the effect of climate parameters on cryogenic activity.  

 

Potential genetic differences in patterned ground types 

Along the climate gradients, the morphology of the patterned ground features changed 

considerably. Genetic and maintaining processes may vary across these features (e.g. Washburn 

1973). Thus, statistical models that ignore possible genetic differences across non-sorted 

patterned ground features may be limited in their significance for predicting responses to future 

climate warming. Across the elevational gradient, this risk can be regarded to be low, because the 

features follow a succession sequence where non-sorted polygons can turn into non-sorted 

circles which in turn grade into earth hummocks as plants colonize over time (Walker et al. 

2011). However, the depressed non-sorted circles in the maritime valley sites may have been 

formed and are maintained by processes other than raised non-sorted circles as discussed above. 

Similarly, earth hummocks can form in different ways and do not necessarily result from 

overgrown non-sorted circles (Van Vliet-Lanoë and Seppälä 2002, Kokelj et al. 2007). 

 

Climate impact predictions 

The climate scenarios should be regarded as a means to elucidate the significance of the 

identified environmental effects with regard to future climate change and not as an attempt to 

provide refined climate response models. For example, the predictions ignored time, an essential 

soil forming factor (Jenny 1941) and therefore crucial for how fast cryogenic activity may 

respond to changing climatic, hydrological or biotic conditions (Haugland and Beatty 2005, 

Haugland and Haugland 2008). Effects of short-term changes in climate parameters on 

cryogenic activity may differ from long-term indirect climate impacts. Future shifts in cryogenic 

activity may depend on how fast vegetation zones are shifting and patterned ground features are 

colonized. In the short run, increased accumulation of vegetation in the outer domain may 

stimulate cryogenic activity at alpine sites. Over time, colonization of the inner domains may 

counteract this process. In the long run, a possible tree-line advance under arctic climate 

warming (Hinzman et al. 2005) may cause patterned ground features to become inactive (Hjort 

and Luoto 2009).  

 

Potential future changes in the rain and snow regime may be more important for future changes 

in frost heaving processes than changes in air temperatures (Matsuoka 2005). This is especially 

relevant for the Abisko area, where the regional distribution of precipitation strongly depends on 

the track of large-scale weather patterns (Kohler et al. 2008). Thus, the identified patterns in the 

sensitivity of patterned ground to climate warming should be regarded in the context of future 

climate change which, similarly to the climate sensitivity of patterned-ground features, may vary 

across spatial and temporal scales and arctic climatic subzones (Kattsov and Källén 2005). 
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4.6 Conclusion 

This study hypothesized that the inferred effect of environmental conditions on cryogenic 

activity of non-sorted patterned ground is dependent on the choice of the proxy of cryogenic 

activity, the spatial scale of environmental predictor variables and the current mesoclimatic 

regime of the study area. The data from non-sorted patterned ground features sampled along an 

elevational gradient and a precipitation gradient in the Abisko area and small-scale vegetation 

gradients nested therein, indicated that the relative importance of vegetation, soil/topography 

and climate variables for cryogenic activity 1) was fairly robust against the indicator of cryogenic 

activity used; 2) differed between field-scale and landscape-scale predictor variables; and 3) 

varied across mesoclimatic regimes. Thus, the first of the three hypotheses could be rejected. 

 

Among seven proxies of cryogenic activity, six were found to correlate significantly with each 

other. Four proxies, differential GPS, toothpick index, image index and species index, resulted in 

similar inferences on the influence of environmental factors on cryogenic activity. Regarding the 

fact that the majority of previous studies have applied proxies equal or similar to one of the four 

superior methods, it is unlikely that the choice of the indicator of cryogenic activity matters for 

inferences of the climate sensitivity of non-sorted patterned ground. The results further 

suggested that the spatial scale of predictor variables matters for inferences on the response of 

cryogenic activity to environmental factors. Cryogenic activity of non-sorted patterned ground 

varied to a similar extent within and between study sites. Temperature and precipitation 

accounted for the meso-scale variation of cryogenic activity in the study area while shrub 

coverage, organic layer thickness and snow depth mainly accounted for the small-scale variation. 

Models based on either field-scale data or landscape-scale data would therefore lead to 

contrasting predictions on cryogenic activity under climate warming. Cryogenic activity 

increased within the valley along the precipitation gradient and peaked at intermediate 

elevations. At the valley sites cryogenic activity was mainly driven by vegetation while at the 

mountain sites edaphic and topographic factors were most important. Thus, environmental 

effects and the predicted response of cryogenic activity to climate warming varied across 

mesoclimatic regimes. 

 

The results of this study suggest that previous contrasting predictions on the response of 

cryoturbation in patterned-ground systems to climate warming may be related to their differing 

spatial scales and climatic subzones of investigation. Spatial trends in cryoturbation and its 

predicted change under a warmer climate found in the Abisko area were also found along 

elevational and latitudinal transects studied previously in other arctic regions. In addition to 

previous findings, precipitation was identified as a factor that may be highly important for the 

maintenance of patterned ground in environments that are otherwise unfavourable for 

periglacial processes. Findings from the present and previous studies therefore indicate that the 

response of cryoturbation to climate warming may vary across elevations, latitudes and 

continentality transects, but may be similar within the same bioclimatic subzone on a pan-Arctic 

scale. Large uncertainties exist with regard to permafrost dynamics in Low and High Arctic 

areas, disregarded in the present study, that may further complicate the climate response. 

 

Cryoturbation is of high importance for arctic ecosystem functioning but its response to climate 

warming is still far from being well understood. There is a number of methods to choose from to 
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better understand the spatial and climatic dimension of cryoturbation in patterned ground 

systems. Additional studies are needed to better understand spatial and climatic variations in the 

response of cryoturbation to future climate warming. Specifically the role of precipitation, so far 

neglected in the literature, may be of high importance for the future fate of patterned ground 

ecosystems. 
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Appendix 
 

I Differential frost heave measurements 
 

Table I Site-specific mean (±sd) difference [cm] in latitudinal, longitudinal and vertical coordinates of the inner and 

outer domain between August 2011 and April 2012. Differential heave is given as the difference between the amount of 

heaving in the inner and outer domain. 

Site Latitude Longitude 
Elevation 

Inner domain Outer domain Differential heave 

Riksgränsen* NA NA NA NA 12.8±2.8 

Katterjåkk* NA NA 14.0*** 3.5*** 11.9±1.9 

Kopparåsen* NA NA 12.1±2.3 2.0±0.9 10.1±2.6 

Kopparåsen** 1.3±0.8 1.4±1.5 14.7±5.4 6.2±1.0 8.5±4.5 

400 m I** 1.6±1.0 1.0±0.8 12.4±6.7 11.5±5.7 0.9±3.6 

400 m II** 0.8±1.0 1.6±1.2 11.1±5.2 8.8±4.5 2.3±2.9 

700 m** 3.0±1.5 1.0±1.0 9.2±5.8 2.4±2.7 6.8±5.8 

850 m** 1.1±1.1 1.2±0.9 10.1±4.2 4.5±4.0 5.6±5.5 

1150 m ** 1.0±0.4 1.7±2.2 15.0±1.1 12.5±3.6 2.5±3.1 
*Measured using a leveling instrument, ** measured using a DGPS, ***based on one observation, NA=not available. 

 

 

Table II Site-specific mean (±sd) precision [mm] of the latitudinal, longitudinal and vertical coordinates of the inner 

and outer domain defined as the standard error of the five DGPS readings taken for each measurement given for the 

campaign in August 2011 and April 2012. NA=not available. 

Site 
August 2011 April 2012 

Latitude Longitude Elevation Latitude Longitude Elevation 

Riksgränsen NA NA NA NA NA NA 

Katterjåkk NA NA NA NA NA NA 

Kopparåsen 1.9±0.4 2.2±1.2 5.9±2.9 4.7±2.7 2.5±1.4 7.2±2.1 

400 m I 1.5±0.7 1.0±0.5 3.2±1.6 2.3±2.3 1.3±0.8 4.1±2.4 

400 m II 1.6±0.8 1.3±0.4 3.8±2.1 3.8±2.7 4.0±2.8 11.5±9.5 

700 m 2.5±1.1 2.7±1.9 7.0±2.8 2.6±1.2 1.9±1.3 5.7±2.7 

850 m 3.2±1.6 2.0±0.9 9.8±5.4 4.7±1.9 3.8±2.1 6.9±2.5 

1150 m  2.6±0.9 1.5±0.8 5.6±3.1 3.9±2.0 4.2±5.9 8.5±3.7 
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II Aerial photo analysis 

 
Table III Producer and user accuracy of the supervised maximum likelihood image classification of aerial photos of 

non-sorted patterned-ground features summarized as a mean(±sd) value for each coverage class and study site. 

  Training areas Testing areas 

 
Producer accuracy User accuracy Producer accuracy User accuracy 

Coverage class         

      Silt 0.90±0.06 0.92±0.07 0.86±0.11 0.90±0.10 

      Cryptogamic crust 0.84±0.09 0.83±0.13 0.81±0.12 0.83±0.15 

      Noncrustose lichen 0.81±0.12 0.81±0.15 0.82±0.13 0.80±0.18 

      Vascular plants 0.94±0.04 0.92±0.12 0.91±0.11 0.95±0.10 

      Stones 0.79±0.09 0.71±0.18 0.77±0.15 0.72±0.19 

Study site 
    

      Riksgränsen 0.82±0.15 0.77±0.19 0.81±0.16 0.79±0.22 

      Katterjåkk 0.84±0.12 0.81±0.18 0.84±0.13 0.82±0.20 

      Kopparåsen 0.87±0.10 0.84±0.16 0.86±0.13 0.81±0.18 

      400 m I 0.89±0.10 0.88±0.14 0.89±0.12 0.88±0.12 

      400 m II 0.89±0.10 0.87±0.16 0.86±0.12 0.85±0.18 

      700 m 0.85±0.07 0.84±0.16 0.85±0.16 0.86±0.18 

      850 m 0.88±0.09 0.86±0.12 0.88±0.13 0.84±0.15 

      1150 m 0.85±0.11 0.81±0.17 0.78±0.14 0.79±0.19 

Fig. I Results of the supervised classification of the aerial photos. a) Percentage of ground coverage given as a mean for 

each study site. The error bars show standard deviations. b) Nonmetric multi-dimensional scaling ordination of the 

percentage of ground coverage given for each patterned-ground feature grouped by study sites. The ellipses show the 

95% confidence interval of the standard error for each study site. The location of the cover class labels represents the 

strength and direction of the correlation between the cover class and the position of the patterned-ground features 

within the ordination space. Axes tick marks represent half-change units meaning that a one-unit change is associated 

with halving the coverage class similarity. Abbreviations: Riks=Riksgränsen, Katt=Katterjåkk, Kopp=Kopparåsen. 
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III Lapse rates used for temperature modelling 
 

Table IV Monthly diurnal and nocturnal lapse rates in the Abisko area for elevations <655 m taken from Yang et al. 

(2011) and for elevations ≥655 m calculated from hourly temperature data from soil surface temperature loggers at 

700 m and 800 m at Mt. Suorooaivi (Ann Milbau, unpublished data, see also Graae et al. 2012). NA=not available due 

to polar day / polar night. 

Month 

Lapse rate [°C 100 m-1] for sites < 655 m Lapse rate [°C 100 m-1] for sites ≥655 m 

Day Night Day Night 

January 0.28 0.17 -1.31 -1.45 

February 0.73 0.95 -1.75 -1.77 

March -0.42 -0.32 -0.87 -0.91 

April -0.84 -0.26 -1.66 -1.69 

May -0.96 -0.35 -1.99 -1.61 

June -0.76 NA -1.52 NA 

July -0.61 -0.12 -0.53 -0.5 

August -0.5 -0.08 -0.12 0.18 

September -0.58 -0.11 -0.63 -0.45 

October -0.68 -0.43 -0.3 -0.28 

November -0.62 -0.52 -1.36 -1.55 

December NA -0.19 NA -2.05 

Annual -0.52 -0.14 -1.09 -1.1 

 

 

IV Toothpick analysis 

 
Table V Study-site specific mean (±sd) number of stable, tilted and expelled toothpicks and number of toothpicks 

damaged by trampling.  

Site Stable Tilted Expelled Damaged 

Riksgränsen 3±6 12±6 10±9 0±1 

Katterjåkk 5±3 18±3 1±1 2±2 

Kopparåsen 1±1 10±7 13±8 1±2 

400 m I 15±6 3±2 0±0 6±5 

400 m II 21±2 2±1 0±0 2±2 

700 m  8±4 9±3 3±4 5±3 

850 m  6±6 14±5 2±3 3±1 

1150 m 13±4 9±4 0±1 4±3 
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V Plant species composition 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. II Nonmetric multi-dimensional scaling ordination of the presence and absence of vascular plant species given for 

each individual patterned-ground feature grouped by study sites. The ellipses show the 95% confidence interval of the 

standard error for each study site. The location of the plant species labels depict the strength and direction of the 

correlation between the plant species and the position of the patterned-ground feature within the ordination space. 

Axes tick marks represent half-change units meaning that a one-unit change is associated with halving the plant 

species similarity. Note that species with similar ordination scores are omitted to avoid overlapping labels. 

Observations from the inner domain are annotated with an “i” and observations from the outer domain with an “o”. 

Abbreviations: AnPo=Andromeda polifolia, ArAl=Arctostaphylos alpina, AsAl=Astralagus alpinus ssp. alpinus, 

BaAl=Bartsia alpina, BeNa=Betula nana, CaBi=Carex bigelowii ssp. rigida, CalSP=Calamagrostis sp., CarSP= other 

Carex sp., CaTe=Cassiope tetragona, DiLa=Diapensia lapponica, EqPr=Equisetum pratense, ErBr=Eriophorum 

brachyantherum, LoPr=Loiseleuria procumbens, RaGl=Ranunculus glacialis, RuCh=Rubus chamaemorus, 

SaHe=Salix herbacea/polaris, SaSP=other Salix sp., ToPu=Tofieldia pusilla, VaUl=Vaccinium uliginosum. 
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VI Configurations of the statistical analyses 

 
Table VI Configuration of the variation partitioning analyses including the response variables, the considered spatial scale of predictor variables, the mesoclimatic 

regime of included observations and the predictor variables as selected by multiple linear regression analyses prior to variation partitioning. For abbreviations, see 

Table 3. 

Model configuration Predictor variables selected 

Proxy of cryoturbation 
(response variable) 

Spatial scale of 
predictors 

Mesoclimatic 
regime Vegetation Soil/Topography Climate 

Differential frost heave All variables All sites BHi, SHi, SHo OHi, OHo, SMi FDD, APP 

Toothpick index All variables All sites BHi, SHi OHi, OHo, SMi, RAD FDD, FTC, SPP, APP 

Lichen age All variables All sites BHi, B%i SMi FDD, FTC, APP 

Species index All variables All sites BHi, SHi, B%o SLO, OHi, SMi SDi, SDo, TDD, APP 

Image index All variables All sites BHi, SHi, S%i, S%o, NDVI OHi, OHo, SMi, RAD, SLO SDi, SDo, FDD, APP 

Barren index All variables All sites 
BHi, BHo, SHi, SHo, S%i, B%o, 
NDVI OHi, OHo, TWI, RAD SDo, FDD, TDD, APP 

Grey value All variables All sites BHo SLO, OHo, SMi SDo, TDD, FTC 

Differential frost heave Field variables All sites BHi, S%i, S%o OHi, OHo, SMi SDo 

Differential frost heave 
Landscape 
variables All sites NDVI RAD FDD, APP 

Differential frost heave All variables Maritime valley BHi, BHo, SHo OHo, RAD, SLO SDi, SDo 

Differential frost heave All variables 
Continental 
valley BHo, S%i OHi SDi 

Differential frost heave All variables 
Continental 
mountain SHo, S%i OHo, SMi, SMo, TWI, RAD, SLO FDD 
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Table VII Regression coefficients of predictor variables included in the multiple linear regression models used for the relative importance analyses and to calculate 

the response of cryogenic activity under a hyphothetical climate scenario given in section 4.4. The variables SHo, BHi were not selected by any model and therefore 

omitted from the table. For abbreviations, see Table 3.  

Model configuration Regression coefficients of predictor variables selected 

Proxy of cryoturbation 
(response variable) 

Spatial scale 
of predictors Mesoclimatic regime 

Inter-
cept SHi S%i S%o BHo B%i B%o OHi OHo SMi SMo 

Differential frost heave All variables All sites -9.0 0.72 -8.1E-02 0 -0.11 0 0 0 2.4 0 0 

Toothpick index All variables All sites -0.3 0 -1.7E-03 0 0 -2.5E-03 0 0 0 0 0 

Lichen age All variables All sites 6.2 0 -1.6E-01 0 0 0 1.7E-02 0 0 -0.2 0 

Species index All variables All sites 0.2 -0.04 0 0 0 -1.3E-03 -2.9E-03 0 0 0 0 

Image index All variables All sites -1.3 0 -5.6E-03 0 0 -2.5E-03 0 0 -0.2 0 0 

Barren index All variables All sites 0.8 0 -1.0E-02 0 0 -2.7E-03 0 0 0 0 0 

Grey value All variables All sites 92.0 0 0 0.2 0 -1.6E-01 0 0 -7.6 0 0 

Differential frost heave Field All sites -5.3 0 -1.3E-01 0 -0.07 0 0 0 8.3 0 0 

Differential frost heave Landscape All sites 6.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Differential frost heave All variables Maritime valley 37.1 0 0 0 0.20 0 0 0 0 0 -0.3 

Differential frost heave All variables Continental valley 4.3 0 -9.9E-02 0 -0.14 0 0 0.6 0 0 0 

Differential frost heave All variables Continental  mountain -42.3 0 0 0 0 0 -9.6E-02 0 4.5 0 0 
 

Table VII Continued. 

Model configuration Regression coefficients of predictor variables selected 
Proxy of cryoturbation 
(response variable) 

Spatial scale 
of predictors Mesoclimatic regime SDi SDo NDVI TWI DEF RAD SLO FDD SPP APP 

Differential frost heave All variables All sites 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.8E-02 

Toothpick index All variables All sites 0 0 0 0 0.06 1.8E-06 0 1.6E-04 0 2.5E-03 

Lichen age All variables All sites 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -4.5E-03 

Species index All variables All sites 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.01 0 -2.1E-03 2.6E-03 

Image index All variables All sites 0 0 0 0 0 4.9E-06 0 -2.4E-04 0 2.8E-03 

Barren index All variables All sites 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -5.4E-04 -1.9E-03 9.1E-04 

Grey value All variables All sites 0 -0.3 0 0 0 2.4E-04 0 0 -8.5E-02 0 

Differential frost heave Field All sites 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Differential frost heave Landscape All sites 0 0 0 -0.8 0 0 0 5.1E-03 0 4.3E-02 

Differential frost heave All variables Maritime valley 0 0 -19.2 -2.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Differential frost heave All variables Continental valley 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Differential frost heave All variables Continental  mountain 0 0 0 0 0 1.3E-04 0.89 0 0 0 
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